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Bowling Green, Ohio

Friday, January 28, 1994

Deputy Attorney
General resigns
by Michael J. Snlffen
The Associated Press

division during the Carter administration.
Most of the hottest potatoes
and Reno's priority programs
were sent to Heymann's office
for handling, including a review
of mandatory minimum criminal
sentences, a report on the FBI's
bloody siege of the Branch Davidian complex in Waco, Texas
and the department investigation
of Rodriguez, which was later
transferred to the internal
watchdog unit.
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y.,
told reporters, "The Justice Department ... is being run by
someone who could qualify for
the original amateur hour and
who has been less than what this
nation should be demanding as an
attorney general."
At the White House, spokeswoman Dee Dee Myers denied
the administration was embarrassed by the resignation. "Certainly not. I think Phil Heymann
served well for a year. I think he
made clear what his reasons
were for leaving," she said.
"I think the American people
understand ... how one goes
through the process of building a
team in which people are compatible, in which their styles are the
same," Reno said.
Reno and Heymann sat sideby-side to announce his departure.
"We don't have any great policy differences," Heymann insisted. "There is no precipitating
case or event. The fact of the
matter is our chemistry isn't
good. We don't work as well
together as we should, and that's
the conclusion we've both come

WASHINGTON - Deputy Attorney General Philip Heymann,
a veteran of
four administrations who
served as righthand man to
Janet Reno, resigned unexp e c t e d I y
Thursday - a
move they both
attributed to
differences in
management style and chemistry.
A special assistant to Reno,
Lulu Rodriguez, who is under
Justice Department investigation over alleged vote
fraud in a Miami-area election,
also resigned, spreading turmoil
to the top of a third key Cabinet
department.
There has been speculation
that Reno herself has fallen from
favor in the White House, which
President Clinton denied as recently as last week. A special
counsel has been named to investigate financial dealings in
Arkansas including some by the
department's No. 3 official, Webster Hubbell, when he was a law
partner to Hillary Rodham Clinton.
Reno, a former state prosecutor, is the first attorney general in recent memory to operate
without a chief of staff. Instead,
she relied heavily on Heymann,
who served at Justice in the
Johnson administration, worked
for the Watergate special prosecutor during the Nixon administration and ran Justice's criminal to."

Volume 76, Issue 87

Expert speaks at meeting
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Janet West, president of the AAUP collective bargaining congress,
addresses the audience on the benefits of faculty unions Tuesday
night. The speech was sponsored by the BGSi:Faculty Associa-

tion in anticipation of the collective bargaining vote, scheduled for
Feb. 9 and 10.

West believes bargaining good for open communication
by Leah Barnum
News staff writer

An expert in economics and
labor relations spoke on the
benefits of collective bargaining Tuesday night at the Faculty Association meeting.
Janet West, of the University
of Kansas in Omaha, said collective bargaining is a good
way to ensure joint governance
and open communication between faculty members and
administration.
West said collective bargaining has benefitted the University of Kansas in many ways.
West is also president of the
collective bargaining congress
of the American Association of

University Professors.
"[Collective bargaining]
does not mean the joint governance would diminish," she
said. "What having a contract
means is that you have a guar-

if they agree, they will pass it.
However, if the administration
does not agree, it goes into a
"black hole somewhere," she
said.
"But with collective bargain-

communication between the
faculty members and the administration at the University
of Kansas has improved since
they adopted collective bargaining.
"The communications are
better now than they were before," West said. "There are
very few times when we have
not been able to come to a
meeting of the minds."
The universities, as instituJanet West, president of AAUP collective bargaining
tions, work much better with
congress collective bargaining, West
said.
antee of joint governance and
"Everybody wants the uniing, nothing goes into that
an increasing of that power."
black hole," West said.
versity to work as well as posShe said when a faculty senGrievances are also adsible - that's what I see hapate votes on something and
dressed in a more favorable
See SPEAKER, page 3.
sends it to the administration.
way, she said, adding that

"What having a contract means is that you
have a guarantee of joint governance and an
increasing of that power."

Harding admits knowledge LSU struggles
Skater fails
to come forward
with information
of attack
by Bob Baum
The Associated Press

PORTLAND, Ore. - Her hands
trembling and her voice strained,
Tonya Harding admitted Thursday that she failed to come forward with what she learned after
the attack on Nancy Kerrigan,
but pleaded not to be denied "my
last chance" at an Olympic gold
medal.
The U.S. Olympic Committee
said it was "deeply concerned"
about Harding's admission. The
committee and the U.S. Figure
Skating Association have said
Harding could be removed from
the team if she is linked to the attack.
"I had no prior knowledge of
the planned assault on Nancy
Kerrigan," Harding said. "I am
responsible, however, for failing
to report things I learned about
the assault when I returned home
from nationals.
"Many of you will be unable to
forgive me for that. It will be
difficult for me to forgive myself."
Her statement came as her exhusband, Jeff Gillooly, spoke to
investigators for the second consecutive day in what a source
said was an attempt to cut a deal
in exchange for implicating

with corporation

"I had no prior
knowledge of the
planned assault on
Nancy Kerrigan. I
am responsible,
however, for failing
to report things I
learned about the
assault when I
returned home from
nationals."

by Melissa Llpowskl
News staff writer

Tonya Harding, Olympic
figure skater
Harding in the Jim. 6 attack.
Harvey Schiller, executive director of the USOC, issued a
statement saying the organization "is deeply concerned with
statements made today by Tonya
Harding relative to her stated
knowledge of the attack on
Nancy Kerrigan at the national
championships."
The figure skating association
said Harding would be on the list
of official entries in the Lillehammer Games submitted to the
AF Plata/Jack Smltk
USOC, but the association has
appointed a hearing panel to in- U.S. Figure Skating champion Tonya Harding checks her notes as she
vestigate, a first step in the pro- delivers a prepared statement at a news conference Thursday In Portcess that could lead to her re- land.
moval from the team.
The USOC noted that the wom- mitted to international Olympic priate relative to the conduct of
en's figure skating roster can be officials Jan. 31, but added that any athlete entered In the
changed as late as Feb. 21.
the USOC "is prepared under Games."
Harding made her statement at
Schiller said Harding's name constitutional procedures, to iniwould be on the U.S. roster sub- tiate any action deemed appro- a downtown athletic club.

INSIDE
NEWS

Federal investigators arrived Thursday to begin investigating at win-engine
plane crash in which a pilot
was killed.
Q Page 6.

Twenty years after the
last American soldier left
Vietnam, two senators who
bear the scars of that war
helped convince their colleagues Thursday the tune
has come to lift trade sanctions.
□ Page 7.
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In an attempt to gain access to
the Latino Gable Channel Univision, the Latino Student Union
and the People for Racial Justice
committee are currently involved in an ongoing struggle
with the Wood County Cable Corporation.
Since 1988, the LSU has been
trying to make Univision available to the Bowling Green Community and University students,
but has repeatedly been denied
access from Wood County Cable,
said Christopher Smitherman, a
member of the People for Racial
Justice Committee.
The addition of the channel
would not only serve as an asset
for the Latino or Spanish-speaking members of the community,
but it would also serve as an educational tool for other members
of the community as well, Smitherman said.
"Univision is a channel geared
for all people, not just Spanish-speaking individuals," Smitherman said. "Many of the community members are not even aware
of their interest in the Latino culture because they have never
been granted the opportunity to
explore their interests."
Through the expansion of the
cable system, many community
members will have the opportunity to expand their education, he
said.

After a disappointing loss
to Central Michigan on
Wednesday, the men's basketball team continues its
conference action Saturday
when It hosts the Akron
Zips.
□ Page 9.

"The acceptance of the channel
will teach many valuable lessons
about life," he said. "In small
towns like Bowling Green, there
are very few opportunities for
cross-cultural exploration and
this will be one opportunity for
people to explore other cultures."
At the December meeting with
the department of Multicultural
Affairs, Larry Miller, th<- director of operations at Wood County
Cable, announced that any new
channels could not be considered
until February, according to Harida Fernandez, president of the
Latino Student Union.
"The Latino Student Union and
the People for Racial Justice
Committee have been requesting
this channel since 1988," Fernandez said. "There is such a
large demand for the addition of
the channel."
Since the FCC imposed a strict
regulatory rate freeze last September, Wood County Cable has
not been able to expand its
system's channels, Miller said.
"Until all of the guidelines and
revenue is amended and the rate
freeze is lifted, we have to hold
back on all capital expenditures
and improvements," Miller said.
According to Miller, the next
review by the FCC to lift the rate
freeze will occur on Feb. IS. Until
then, any type of expansion is not
feasible, he said.
See CABLE, page 3.

Rain, mainly in the morning. A thunderstorm also
possible. High in the mid
40s in the morning. Falling
into the mid 30s in the
afternoon. Chance of rain is
80 percent.
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Ear to the
Ground...
Imagine stopping to chow down at a local greaseand-go, paying for the food with a .38 Special,
and receiving change in hollow-point bullets.
E.A.R to the Ground loves where this country is going with the presentGuns-For fad, which gives itchyfingered urban banditos a chance to trade guns for
everything from food to dogs to Barney video cassettes.
We advocate shutting down America's shooting
gallery by making firearms the new national currency. We think country crooner Reba McEntire's
offer to trade them for her $23 February concert
tickets is a positive first step. Next, we're hoping to
see Catling guns for Gummy Bears.
So fire up the furnaces, melt down the current cash
and use the metal for automatic assault moola.
***
E.A.R. Central has five words for the astigmatic
jurists in the Menendez trials: Mistrial? Deadlocked?
Are you crazy?.
We don't blame His Honor for ordering Lyle's
party of 12 back to the jury room to try harder. It's
amazing enough that Eric's ultimate fate remains
undecided in Limbo Land. Their parents were shotgunned, and evidence points to them as cool, collected, cunning killers. All the tawdry tales of dysfunctional family life don't justify their actions.
Open your eyes, people. You're close enough to the
terrible truth to slip in Ma and Pa Menendez's blood.
***
The Scarecrow has a brain and the Lion has his
courage. Now, thanks to all you kids who showed
such mushy, gushy affection for Uncle Paul Olscamp, he has heart to spare.
We appreciate everyone who stopped busting up
furniture for kindling long enough to send such
sweet paper (and plastic garbage bag) hearts with
your warm regards. We especially like the messages
that aren't fit to print. Send more - we'll publish 'em
soon.
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Posers, Townies and Mona
And the Proutsign said "Olscamp sucks frostbitten goats
The sub-headline for this
week's effort is adapted from a
sign that some kids in Prout Hall
made and put in their window.
While we aren't going to write
about Paul Olscamp today
(c'mon, read on anyway, please),
we did want to use our space to
encourage this kind of behavior.
So we're at the Of f-Campus
Housing Fair on Tuesday, with
our buddy, co-conspirator, psychologist and future roommate
Sallie, looking for a place to live
next year. That's right! We're
graduating and we're staying in
Bowling Green. Why?
Because we want to be townies.
Be sure to listen to The Sam and
Mike Show when we move from
WBGU 88.1 FM to WFOB-AM. As
townies, we'll have to pay $8 for
hockey tickets, but we assume
we'll get discounts to the
National Tractor Pull, just to
even it out. And maybe we'll
learn to decode the secret messages printed daily in The Sentinel- Tribune.
Anyway, we're at the Housing
Fair looking for free cookies and
punch. We found a bunch. And, as
always, we're looking for Column
Ideas. We found two.
No. 1: Pet Refernces. Our first
startlingly Interesting item
comes from our friends at Newlove Realty. And we quote: "Two
bedrooms. Large living room.
Unfurnished. Pets permitted
with pet refernces."
For the love of God, exactly
what is going on over there at the
Newlove's? Pet Refernces? Stop
everything you are doing right
now and think about the absolute
absurdity of this.
Specifically, what are they
looking for In these Pet References? We assume they're de-

Sam
Melendez
mending the names and addresses of your friends who really like
your dog. Or do they just want
testimonial from other pets In the
neighborhood? Dog resumes!
Regardless, this whole thing is
mad, mad we tell you. Maybe
there Is something we just don't
understand.
No. 2 Posers! Posers! Posers!
Since the hip readers who frequent this column are just as capable of smelling cultural shifts
downwind as easily as we are,
there really Is no need to address
the sudden appearance of brand
spankln' new Dallas Cowboys
baseball caps and Starter jackets
all over this campus. But we will
anyway...
Listen up, posers. You've been
Dallas fans for what, a week
now? Or perhaps since they won
last year's Super Bowl (which
would make you a Long Term
Poser)?
"But I've always liked Dallas..."
Yeah, Just like you've always
been big fans of the Toronto Blue
Jays and Florida State's football
team. Hey, is your Michael Jordan jersey In the laundry, or did
you trade It In for a Seattle
Supersedes t-shlrt?

0

Mike
Cook

Let's get back to this Pet Refernces thing.
Back when we lived with the
boys in Chapman Hall, our friend
Brad figured a cute pet would be,
in his words, "a babe magnet." So
we all shared a kitten, her name
was Fubar. Let's say, for the sake
of filling up 25 column inches, we
wanted Fubar to live with us over
the summer as opposed to Mike's
original plan, which was to get a
ferret named Stan. That Is no
more Insane than Sam's dream of
getting a pot-bellied pig and calling it Fabkt.
Where were we? Oh yes, Fubar
the Cat. Imagine the absurdity of
us wandering around Prout
Cafeteria, looking for our friends
who know Fubar and would be
willing to take the time to write a
thoughtful and not too sarcastic
Pet Reference. Although Fubar
was moody and unpredictable
when she got into the vodka, she
was able to control her temper on
a consistent basis and would be a
welcome addition to your apartment community. Which is more
than I can say for Sam, Mike and
Sallie.
Mike's former roommates had
a cat named Mona Neither Mike
or Sam would write a Pet Refer-

)>

ence for Mona, 'cause she's just
too damn stupid. Mona spent her
days running into things, while at
night she liked to mill around the
door and let people stumble over
her. The defining moment In
Mona's life is her daily attempt to
enter the microwave oven.
Listen, Mona, no matter how appealing this idea may seem, you.
have no business getting into the
microwave, because It's only going to get you hurt.
Speaking of repeatedly getting
into things that you have no business getting into because it's only
going to get you hurt... Why, oh
why are the Buffalo Bills in the
Super Bowl again? Now, the Bills
really aren't a bad team, but, man
oh man, what a bunch of head
cases. Their team photo is the
centerfold in Psychology Today.
Their annual choke has become
so trite and tiresome that It's not
even fun ridiculing these poor
losers anymore.
And that's Just the faculty.
But we digress. Not even the
impending 79-3 bludgeoning of
Buffalo can ruin The Sam and
Mike Super Bowl Party, sure to
be the biggest party on East
Merry since the old days of the
Merry Madness (which we hear
is coming back this spring). Kids,
don't sit by your mailbox waiting
for your Super Bowl Party Invitation, 'cause you Just read It.
Anyway, we're going to make a
cheese ball molded Into the form
of the Vince Lombardi Trophy
and a loaf of pumpernickel with
spinach dip that'll be shaped like
the Georgia Dome. Everyone
should come on over around 2
p.m., especially the sign artists
from Prout Bring some beer.
Sam and Mike are weekly columnist for The BG News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Media should better
portray mental illness
I am writing in response to the
Police Blotter featured in The BG
News on Jan. 20,1994. Aa a person studying and working in the
mental health field, it concerns
me greatly that such a derogatory, insensitive description of a
possibly mentally ill community
member was circulated. Although the missing female may
have had a mental illness, the
often Inappropriately applied
label of "Schizophrenic" did little
to further the description of what
her appearance, her personality
or her mental status may have
been at the time of the report.
The addition of this label does,
however, serve to perpetuate
stereotypes that people with
t

mental Illnesses are unattractive,
unclean and bizarre.
People with mental illness and
their families often urge the
media to strive to provide more
accurate representations of the
wide spectrum of characteristics
and behaviors of people with
mental illness. Many people with
mental illness attend college,
work and have rewarding, productive lives. Instead of the
media focusing only upon the
most severely disturbed individuals with mental Illness, It is recommended that people who are
functioning successfully In the
community be portrayed more
often. In a study assessing the effects of stigma upon people with
mental illness and their families,
65 percent of people with mental
illness indicate that the media's
portrayal of mentally ill people
as violent and dangerous con-

tributes substantially to their
feelings of being stigmatized by
society because of their mental
illness. To help combat the negative effects of stigma, 86 percent
suggest that the media might
help provide more factual Information about menial Illness. Although the description In the
Blotter did not portray the woman as violent, it contributed to the
st igmatizat ion of people with
mental Illness by implying that
the woman was schizophrenic, so
therefore, she was unattractive
and unclean. Offhandedly calling
someone "schizophrenic" and
describing them In such degrading terms may not seem as If It
would have monumental impact
on the lives of people with mental
illness and their families.
However, repeated humiliations
of people with mental Illness
coupled with the overwhelmingly

Inaccurate media presentations
of people with mental illness aa
being bizarre, dangerous and unlikable are major causes of distress to those who live with mental Illness and Its consequences
on a daily basis. People need to
realize that there are many people living with mental Illness who
are their friends, classmates,
neighbors or colleagues whose
Illnesses are well-controlled. It
seems that through education
and forethought such insensitive
references to someone who may
be mentally ill might be avoided
In the future. This could be a
small step in helping the community better understand and support its members who are mentally 111.
Lee Ann Bass
Graduate Student
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SAID IT

"I had no prior knowledge of the
planned assault on Nancy Kerrigan.
-Tonya Harding, ice skater
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ACROSS

Giant chiapets

THE STATE
Nude bar opposed
CANTON - City officials are
trying to thwart a man's attempt
to open a juice bar featuring nude
dancing.
Steve Mellott tried to open the
club Monday, eight days earlier
than initially planned, in a preemptive move to City Council's
passage Monday night of an ordinance regulating nude dancing.
"I was definitely forced into
this," Mellott said. "It's their way
of keeping me out."
The business opened about 3
p.m. but was shut down a few
hours later when the city obtained a restraining order.
Stark County Common Pleas
Judge John Boggins found the
club had not obtained a foodservice license from the Health
Department or an occupancy
permit from the Building Department, which found several
safety violations in a Dec. 27 inspection.
Mellott said he planned to challenge the new ordinance by
claiming his business was open
before the measure was passed.

Reporter jailed
APPk*<o/MlcMy*0|iiihl

A Japanese girl makes a prankish face In front of the shell' of a
latest fad - hair-growing dolls at Tokyo's Kiddyland toy store
Wednesday. The dolls, made of sawdust planted with turf seeds

ACROSS

SPEAKER

CABLE

Continued from page 1.

Continued from page 1.

"If we do get permission to add
new channels, this is only one of
the channels we have to consider," Miller said. "There have
also been additional requests for
channels such as ESPN-II and
Court TV."
Both of the University organizations involved in the issue hope
to access the channel by May of
this year, Smitherman said.
If the company does not produce the channel in a timely fashion, the organizations plan to
pickett and boycott the cable
company, Smitherman said.
"We plan to use the student
power to demonstrate," Fernandez said.

pening through the collective
bargaining process," she said.
In response to some literature against collective bargaining put out by the opposition,
Marilynn Went land, secretary
of the BGSU-FA, said that University administrators fear the
power that University employees could obtain through
collective bargaining.
"I think they think if we are
organized, other groups [like
the classified staff] will organize," she said.
But the AAUP Is not against
the administration. West said,
but simply a way for the two
groups to communicate better.

THE WORLD

SKYDIVE
in Business since 1965
Cleveland Parachute Center
15199 Grove Rd.
Garrettsville, Oh. 44231

1-800-841-6255
AXU AXU AXU AXU

AXU AXU AXU AXU AXU

AXG
Proudly
Announces our
New Initiates:

Laurie Alton
Angie Bair
Sara Bader
Tiffany Bayliss
Emily Bien
Heather Blair
Bekah Bradley
Jenn Campbell
Heather Cooper
Heather Federle
Briget Frankin
Allyson Harris

and covered with stocking cloth, grow "hair" made of grass after
being watered.

Drunk driver cleared

for driving under the influence.

OSLO, Norway - A man accused of drunk driving got his
case thrown out after a judge
ruled that the vehicle in question
- an electric wheelchair - was
too slow to be a hazard.

Egyptian court allows
divorce

Roar Karlsen left a bar last
June after drinking six beers. In
his wheelchair, which has a top
speed of 4 mph, he zipped past
some police officers, then returned to ask if he was allowed to
operate the wheelchair since he
had been drinking.
The officers responded by
taking Karlsen to a police station,
testing his alcohol level, and
fining him the equivalent of $660

CAIRO, Egypt -- A court ruled
Thursday that an Egyptian
professor does not have to divorce his wife even though Muslim fundamentalists think he
should.
Seven Muslim fundamentalist
lawyers filed suit to try to force
the divorce, claiming Nasr Abu
Zeid's writings as a professor of
Arabic literature made him a
heretic who could not remain
married to a Muslim woman.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.

WARREN - Lawyers for a
newspaper reporter jailed for refusing to testify before a grand
jury are expected to renew their
motion for her release Friday.
A judge ordered Lisa Abraham
of the Tribune Chronicle to jail
when she refused to comply with
special prosecutor Jonathon Rosenbaum's request that she testify about a June 25,1993, interview with Trumbull County Engineer James Fiorenzo.
The Interview centered on the
$25,000 remodeling of Fiorenzo's
office. Statements published at
that time conflict with statements in a three-page news
release later issued by Fiorenzo.
Ms. Abraham has said she
should not be compelled to become part of an investigation,
and that testifying in secret before the grand jury could hinder
her newsgathering abilities.

Combs glad to be off the
Feud
HAMILTON ~ Comedian Ray
Combs said he is exploring the
possibility of a Las Vegas-bastd
talk show, now that Richard
Dawson is returning to "Family
Feud."
Combs will leave "Family
Feud" at the end of this season, a
year before his contract expires.
"I'm very happy," he said. "I'm
in the middle of my sixth year. It
frees me up one year early to
prepare what I want to do after."
Combs said he hopes to begin a
show from Las Vegas this fall.
"The time is right, and that is
what we have been developing
for over a year," Combs said.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
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Session 1:
Jan. 31
Feb. 7,14
Session 2:
Feb. 1,8,15
$7: under 21
$15:21 & over
Sign up in
330 Union
Call:
2-2343
for Details
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CHECK OUT THE FOLLOWING
LOCATIONS FOR FALL 1994
• Columbia Court Apartments
• East Merry Avenue Apartments
• Field Manor Apartments
• Ridge Manor Apartments
• Campbell Hill Apartments

Greenbriar Inc
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

FACULTY,
STAFF, &
GRAD ASSISTANTS
SIGN UP NOW AT ANY

CAMPUS DINING SERVICES
LOCATION OR THE
QUANTUM 90 OFFICE
(100 CENTREX) TO ACTIVATE
YOUR NEW PHOTO ID. CARD
TO CHARGE FOOD &
BEVERAGES.

Application for

AXU

OS

S&x

Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship
Deadline: Tuesday, March 1,1994
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who contribute to
Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in University Community activities.

The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate active participation in
University organizations and be available for a personal interview with the selection committee.

AXU
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The application must be submitted to the University Relations Office, Mileti Alumni Center
by Tuesday, March 1,1994.
Applications are available in the University Relations Office.
AXU

YS

Trumbull County Common
Pleas Judge John Stuard rejected
those arguments.
Ms. Abraham was jailed Jan. 19
after a state appeals court sided ■a.
&■&■&•&•&■&•&■&■&•&■&
with Stuard.
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Cheryl Heysek
Jen Howski
Mindy Hyde
Kim Labriola
Crystal Link
Elizabeth Ma thai
Heather McBride
Meredith Meyers
Krista Preston
Meredith Rottinghausl
Maritzia Zilles

it

Campus
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Library offers
tutor program

Ice-Ice-Baby

by Genell Pavelich

News contributing writer
The Wood County Public Library will be offering tutor training
classes for those interested in helping people learn to read.
Through its ABCD-READ literacy program, adults can teach other
adults how to develop basic reading skills.
Charlotte Scherer, director of operations at the Montessori School
of Bowling Green, is teaching the workshops which will take place on
March 5 and March 12 from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the second floor
meeting room of the library.
Susan Shaneck, director of the ABCD-READ program, said the
classes have been taught before and the response has "always been
excellent."
Anyone 18 years or older wanting to tutor others can register by
March 1 by contacting Shaneck or sending a check for $20 to ABCDREAD at the Wood County Public Library. The cost will cover material costs, such as a textbook and handouts, Shaneck said.
The training consists of a combination of lectures and hands-on
learning, Scherer said.
Volunteers will learn how to teach the non-reader through methods
such as learning to recognize certain words and building a vocabulary on that, Shaneck said.
Class size is limited to 30 participants. Ten people have already
registered, Shaneck said.
The goal of the workshops is to "get trained tutors to teach adults to
read," Scherer said.
This Haven House Apartments resident, like many other residents
Both Scherer and Shaneck emphasize the need for classes such as
of northwest Ohio, chops her way Into her ice-covered car. Precithis to help those who are illiterate.
One out of five Wood County residents is illiterate, according to recent statistics.
"There is a great need out there to teach adult literacy," Scherer
said. "Any little bit helps."
After the two Saturday workshops, Shaneck will interview the tutors. She said she tries to match up tutors and students on a personal
basis.
The tutors are then asked to work with the individuals for two
hours a week for one year, Shaneck said.
Scherer also said that anyone who knows someone who cannot read
should contact ABCD-READ.
by Cynthia Kent
According to Brian Niekamp,
supervisor of the Technology
"The hardest part is finding clients - because those who can't read News staff writer
Lab, the lab was recarpeted, reare very reluctant to get involved. We must rely on word of mouth,"
The renovation of the Technol- painted and new furniture was
Scherer said.
ogy Microcomputer Lab was fi- added. In addition, a new enFor any more information on the programs contact Shaneck at nally completed over Christmas trance was built on the inside of
break.
354-READ.
the second floor.
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pltation In the form of snow turned to freezing rain early Thursday morning.

Renovation completed

Technology Microcomputer Lab recarpeted, repainted

STUDENTS!
DID YOU BUY, OR RECEIVE AS A GIFT,
A NEW COMPUTER IN THE LAST 90 DAYS?

Macintosh SEs
For Rent

If so, we'd like to ask you a few questions. Please call Project Research,
Inc. at 1-800-451-9233, Extension 2 to participate in a brief research
study. This is for research purposes only and NOT A SALES CALL.

"It is more high-tech. It is definitely more spacious and more
equipped for the handicapped,"
Niekamp said.
Along with interior renovations, the Technology Lab also
received many new computers.
"We received twenty-five 486
IBM Microcomputers along with
many of the new Macintosh
LC-IH's we received last year,"
said Dick Conrad, director of

University Computer Labs.
Niekamp added that two new
Macintosh and IBM seminar
rooms were also installed.
In addition to the Macintosh
and IBM seminar rooms, a design
seminar room was added along
with CAT stations.
"It looks a lot better - the lab is
under a whole new design," Niekamp said. "It is definitely a better looking computer lab."

Two 3 1/2"
Disk Drives &
1MB Memorg

If you complete the survey by February 6, you will receive a free gift for
your new computer.
Please call 1-800-451-9233, Extension 2 no later than February 6, 1994
PROIECT RESEARCH, INC.
10000 Hlghwty 55 • Plymouth. MLn-iesoU 55441

$150 per semester
Plus tax and deposit
Call 372-7496 for details.

Valentines'$ Day
"Love Notes'1
Let your Valentine know how much you care with a Valentine love note made
especially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You
can even add a color to your message for S5 to make It extra special.
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Xante

1x5
Display ad
up to 60
words
$20

v
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Address

1x3
Display ad
up to 35
words
$10

V

Soc. #
Size □ 1x3 = 810 □ 1x5 = 820
□ Classified = 8
Color D YES
□ NO = 8
Word Count
Message:

3 line minimum

80 t per line
Trishia,
Roses are red,
violets are blue,
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Whol

u

Phone#

Classified ad

T
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STUDENT Ol FANTCTM IK )l RS
Prout
Falcon's Nest

MlM-F
Sal. & Sun.
Bowl-n-GreeneryM-F
Sun
Pheasant Room M-R
Pizza Outlet
M-F

7 a.m.(i p.m.
alter (> p.m.
10 a.m.-6 p.m
4:30-7 p.m.
11 a.m-2 p.m
5-7 p.m.
6-11 p.m.

BO WLN-GREENERY
Sunday Brunch
BEST BRUNCH IN TOWN!
Fresh carved Prime Rib
/ la.m.-Jii.m.
Detach A. return to 814 West Hall before the deadline.

Deadline - Tuesday, Feb. 8 v 214 West Hall v 5 PM v Publication - Monday, Feb. 12
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QUANTUM 90 CARDS . 10% DISCOUT
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Illegal drinking an issue
University, city officials handle alcohol problem differently

by Melissa Llpowskl
News staff writer

by Tara Slubbs
News staff writer

either plead guilty or request a contest.
Frost said sometimes the proshearing to determine innocence.
According to Dickinson, once a ecutor and the defense can reach
student pleads guilty or is proven an agreement of a lesser charge
guilty, they are generally given a such as open container or litteryear of probation and must also ing.
Once it has been determined
attend an alcohol reflection program which consists of two that underage drinking has occurred there are several consethree-hour classes.
"If the student is caught drink- quences. The perpetrator will
ing again while underage, they have to pay a $200 fine and then
are subject to suspension from they will be placed on probation
the University," Dickinson said.
for three years or until their 21st
Bowling Green Police Captain birthday.
Thomas Votava said the police
Frost said if the three years
department is not the only en- falls after the 21st birthday, the
forcement agency to watch out underage drinker may attend a
for underage drinking. The Ohio program sponsored by the Wood
Department of Liquor Control is County Council of alcohol. Once
responsible for stopping the person has paid to take the
underage drinking in bars.
program and has finished it, they
Votava said the most obvious can take the certificate to court
way the police department would and the probation will be reduced
catch an infringement of the to one day before the 21st birthrules would be if they were re- day.
sponding to a noise complaint
According to Frost, if an addiabout a party.
tional incident occurs before the
He said there are not a lot of 21st birthday, the perpetrator
arrests made at parties, but it will pay an additional fine and
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• Consequences of underage
drinking: Automatic referral
Virgil Frost, Municipal Court Bailiff to standards and procedures.
•Due process: Students are
informed of their due process
recommendation would be based does happen sometimes.
rights- They can then either
Votava said once an underage plead guilty or request a
on prior record and the attitude
of the student at the time of the drinking incident has been pointincident.
ed out, the case will be cited into hearing to determine
innocence.
_^
Dickinson said when the stu- court.
Municipal Court Bailiff Virgil • Penalty: Generally one year
dent meets with someone from
standards and procedures, they Frost said the underage drinker of probation and required
are informed of their due process may either request a hearing or attendance at an alcohol
rights. The student can then enter a plea of guilty or no reflection program.
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Ryan Butler

Kurt Allen Repola

Peter Beeching Spivak Jr.l

John Anthony Grzincic

J.Kevin Clark

| Jeff J. Kenneweg
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Because space is limited, those interested in participating in
the event are encouraged to send their $10 registration fee,
which covers the cost of materials and lunch, before Feb. 5.
After that date, the registration fee will increase to $15.
For additonal information, those interested can call the Local
History Department in Toledo at 259-5233.

Spring Break '94 South Padre Island, Texas

,4

Kevin J. Gormish

' Andy K. Phelan
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Board Spokeswoman Patty
Haskins said if an underage
drinker is caught by their department, they are charged with
a first degree misdemeanor. The
penalties for the misdemeanor
can be as high as paying a $1000
fine and/or spending six months
in jail.

Among the different techniques relating to genealogy that
Burroughs will be addressing include getting started, special solutions, problems and sources unique to African-American
genealogy, organizing records, analyzing documents, preserving family records and photographs and researching military
slave records, Miller said.

Let's Padre!

Jason R. Bristol

EH Jason Alan Buehner

may spend two or three days in
jail.
Frost said he thinks that drinking, not just underage drinking,
is a problem in general for Bowling Green.
"I think alcohol consumption is
a problem for anyone," Frost
said. "I have seen alcohol ruin a
lot people, ruin families and
cause death."
The Ohio Board of Licfior Control is the other agency which
deals with underage consumption. They are responsbile for
controlling bars and establishments that sell liquor.

As a part of Black History Month, the Toledo-Lucas County
Public Library will be featuring an African-American genealogy
workshop on Feb. 12 from 9 a.m. until 4:15 p.m.
The workshop, to be held at the Kent Branch Library Auditorium, will aid African Americans in tracing their roots and family
history throughout many generations, said Greg Miller, a librarian at the Toledo-Lucas County library.
Because it is difficult for many African Americans to trace
their history as a result of slavery and intermixing with other
dominant groups - including Europeans and Native Americans
- the workshop will provide alternative and beneficial methods
of tracing family history, said Robert Perry, chairman of the
ethnic studies department.
"All ethnic groups want to know their history, where they
come from and who they are related to," Perry said. "For African Americans, however, the task is not always that easy. Often
African Americans are separated from their background, making the roots impossible to trace."
According to Perry, it can be very useful to look at genealogy
in order to determine how individuals are a part of their own
culture and how they are related to others.
"Learning the diversity of your background can be an exciting
way to learn about history in a more personalized way than
learning through text books," Perry said.
The event will feature Tony Burroughs, a nationally recognized speaker on African-American geneology. Burroughs currently teaches genealogy at Chicago State University and African-American genealogy at the National Archives-Great Lakes
Branch, Miller said.
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The Brothers of Beta Theta Pi
are proud to Announce their
New Actives
Robert Bruni

Procedures

"I think alcohol consumption is a problem
for anyone. I have seen alcohol ruin a lot
people, ruin families and cause death."

Many people drink when they
are not of legal age to do so.
Many more do not stop to think
what the consequences or getting
caught would be.
The University and city both
have different ways of handling
the problem and officials of each
think that drinking in general is a
problem in Bowling Green.
If a person lives in a residence
hall, generally the underage
drinker would be caught by a resident adviser or a nightguard.
Usually, people are caught with
the issue of a noise warning.
Complex Coordinator Scott
Boden said both residents of a
room do not need to be of legal
drinking age to have alcohol in
the room. The roommate of legal
drinking age is entitled to enough
alcohol for one person which is
generally a six-pack of beer.
Boden said if drinking Is going
on in the room, though, no
underage drinkers may be present.
"If drinking is being done in
the room, all of the people must
be 21," Boden said.
Derek Dickinson, director of
Standards and Procedures, said
the residential staff needs proof
of a violation of rules. Once they
have this, the incident will be
written up and the student will
have to meet with the hall director.
There is also an automatic referral to standards and procedures. Boden said there is a
chance for the hall director to
make a recommendation. The

23

Workshop aids
in tracing roots
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Located on
the tropical tip
of Texas, South
Padre Island is the hottest
Spring Break destination.
Literally!
This year, Spring Break
at SPI is hotter than ever
with more music,
more watersports and more
legendary nightlife. Where else
can you be breakin' and get a spicy
taste of Mexico to boot?
Be a part of-the College Beach
Volleyball Championships, or build your
part in a sand castle contest.
The Country Music Association wi
sand-blastin
on the beach with
a* vim MtSH usiuuni*.
Confederate Railroad,
the Gibson/Miller Band and Brother Phelps
But that's not all.
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Chicago Rythmn
&

Blues Kings
Saturday, January 29, 1994
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AND TEXAS
© 19M Sour* Padre island Conwwon & Vonon Bureau
flOOPamerx] Sou* Padre wand Teus'SM'

c^f^/l Bahia Mar Resort
^_J^/J/J~^ 15 Acres Beachfront
Z^-Z~zCz.—^ Specif
Special Rates
lor Spring Break 94

104 S. MAIN

Lari White, Little Texas
exas and
^
Twister AJley will rockk you
^^^
till the sun goes down
South Padre Island
is convenient by car
or by plane. You'll find
a (light to fit your schedule on
Southwest, American or Continental
Airlines via the Valley International
Airport in Harlingen or,
by Continental to Brownsville's
International Airport.
So what are you waiting for?
Pick up your phone now and call
1-800-343-2368 Tell them you want your
South Padre Island Spring Break '94 information
in the mail TODAY!

353-0988

Starting at $99.00 1-800-292-7502
BAHIA BEACH CLUB
Hot!! Hew!! Club!!

£BkW
v
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i Contests' Cash 4 Prizes
Free Transportation
High Energy Music
• Lh/e Bands
Drink Specials

DAILY ACTIVITIES & NIGHTLY DANCING
Enlarfled S improved with an abundance ot bars
Daily Promotions & Giveaways
Waverunner. Sailboat Lessons and Charters

KAcSSyAKD

row « aims t -F—-.onmenu
210-761-6406 Soulh Padre Island. Tens

Ihe Largest Spring Break Club
on the Planet

•BEST PRICES
•BEST LOCATIONS
•5* 7 NIGHT TRIPS horn I

LIVE Concerts
HOTTEST Dance Musk
FREE BUS SERVICE FREE T-SHIRTS South Padre Island

SOUTHWEST
JTHWESTAMU*
AMUNES
|HfTanfSTBft
AH
Rane Smart

1-800-l-FLY-SWA

1-800-SUNCHASE

INFORMATION ■COLOR BROCHURE -RESERVATIONS •

AmericariAirfnes
1-800-433-7300

Continental
1-800-525-028.

Radisson Resort
Spring Break
Parly Headquarter*
Newly renovated, located on 10 acres ot beachtronl
For reseivalions call

1-800-292-7704
1-210-761-6511
Fit lo South PaOrt ItlMO
Ml HirllnHR't
Vallon mtontatlOMl Airport
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Plane crash
investigated
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Federal Investigators arrived Thursday
to begin investigating a twinengine plane crash in which a
pilot was killed.
The State Highway Patrol
identified the pilot as Paul
Cottrell, 40, of Harrison. Cottrell was alone in the plane
when it crashed in a wooded
area near the suburb of Newtown Wednesday night.
Cottrell was flying a charter
plane for Cape Central Airways of Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Director of operations Mark
Seesing said Thursday the
company charters flights out

*
•

of Cape Girardeau, Cincinnati
and other cities.
The four-seat Beechcraft
Baron that Cottrell was piloting took off about 10 p.m. and
was on its way to Lakefront
Airport in Cleveland, said
Wayne Goswick, air traffic
control manager at the Cincinnati - Northern Kentucky
International Airport in Hebron, Ky.
Controllers followed the
plane from Lunken Airport, on
Cincinnati's east side, for a
short time, then the plane lost
contact with the tower, Goswick said.
Investigators found pieces
of the aircraft scattered over
100 square yards.
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AP Phalo/KrnrM Colcmnn

Ohio State Highway Patrolmen walk around the scene of a plane
crash In the suburb of Newtowo near Cincinnati Wednesday night.

The twin-engine plane crashed in a field near a road. The pilot was
killed in the crash.

Ohiofair expects Survivor remembers details

ejection-seat ride

The Associated Press

by John Chalfant
rhe Associated Press

could to try to save his girlfriend
and her five children who died in
a house fire.
"I don't know what else I could
have done," Jeffrey Jones told
The Associated Press in a telephone interview from his Fostoria City Hospital bed. "I tried
to save them but the smoke was
too thick. I couldn't see anything.
I just couldn't see."
The victims were Teresa
Priest, 26, and her five children;
Moressa Priest, 8; Olive Priest, 7;
Zach Priest, 5; Jacqueline Jones,
4; and Ash-Lee Jones, 18 months.
Wood County Coroner Dr.
Douglas Hess said the victims
burned to death.
Jones, 31, who works at
Bloomdale Plastic, escaped by
jumping out a second-story
window. He suffered a sprained
ankle, smoke inhalation, cuts and

COLUMBUS - Forget about bungee jumping. Sky coasters are passe. A new thrill ride is expected at the Ohio State Fair this year reverse bungee jumping.
General Manager Richard Frenette told the Ohio Expositions
Commission on Thursday he has accepted a proposal from a company
that wants to operate an ejection-seat type of ride during the Aug.
5-21 exposition
"The ejection seat ~ how do I want to describe it - it's a reverse
bungee," Frenette said. "It's two tall towers, and they extend the
bungee cords from those towers."
The cords are connected to a two-seat compartment.
"You're strapped into that and then you're catapulted up, and then
the reaction goes back and forth, and then the chair will spin," Frenette said.
It is not a cheap thrill. The fee is $30 for an individual or $50 for two
riders.
Last year's thrill ride was a sky coaster in which a crane pulled
riders high in the air and then released them to swing from a cord in a
pendulum. Two years ago, the bungee jump was the star draw.
The reverse bungee is one of several new attractions expected as
Frenette moves into his second year as fair manager.
He also has accepted a proposal for an elaborate haunted house that
features an assortment of monsters made famous in the movies.
"It'll be very impressive. It's not just somebody putting up four
walls and calling it a haunted house. It's very professional. The company that does this has the patent rights to the monsters we see in
Hollywood movies," Frenette said.
"They put this together, put it on rail, ship it here and put it up in a
5,000 square foot area," he said.
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Jeffrey Jones, Bloomdale fire survivor
scrapes. He was released from That and the memories. Memories of Teresa. I'm going to try to
the hospital Thursday.
Jones said he had been living keep a picture of her in my mind.
with Priest for the last five years. Forever. That face. That smile.
They met six years ago. He was That's what I fell in love with,"
Jacqueline's and Ash-Lee's he said.
Meanwhile, firefighters confather.
He said Priest never married tinued to look for the cause of the
and he had been helping her raise fire.
"We're still going through the
her other children.
"They were like my adopted rubble," said Keith Loreno, an
children. I was going to adopt investigator with the state fire
them. We were happy. Real marshal's office.
happy," Jones said.
He said investigators have not
"It's starting to hit me. I don't
know what I'm going to do. I've ruled out arson.
The house was consumed when
lost everything except for my
life. It's the only thing I got left. firefighters arrived Wednesday
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Republican looks for Democratic help to pass service legislation
WASHINGTON - It took a Democratic
administration to improve a Republican
congressman's hopes of restructuring the
laws regulating telephone and cable television companies.
Ohio's Rep. Michael Oxley was in the minority for five or six years trying to get fellow Republicans to adopt proposals for less
regulation of the cable industry and to let
local phone companies into the cable business.
"There's a lesson there. If you persevere
and get your brains beat out enough, eventually you can get something meaningful

passed," Oxley said before testifying Thursday in the House telecommunications subcommittee.
Congress and the administration have
pushed for a pair of bills to increase competition in cable television and telephone service, which has advanced the national information superhighway.
"The consensus is: let competition in the
private sector drive this project. Get rid of
laws that are unwise and obsolete, and lay
down some general rules for the road," Oxley testified.
Rep. Edward J. Markey, D-Mass., said he
and Rep. Jack Brooks, D Texas, want to
complete committee work on the two

TIME IS

RUNNING
OUT
GET TO

measures by mid-March and get a bill
through Congress and to President Clinton
by October.
One of the House bills, sponsored by
Brooks and Rep. John Dlngell, D-Mich.,
would phase out restrictions that have prevented the regional Bell telephone companies from offering long-distance services
and manufacturing telecommunications
equipment.
The result could give Americans a choice
among competing firms for local and longdistance phone service, for cable television
service and in buying communications
equipment.
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morning, Chief Leonard Chapman said.
He said the victims' bodies
were found on the second floor of
the three-bedroom house.
Jones said he was awakened by
Moressa, who told him the house
was on fire.
"I jumped out of bed and
opened up the bedroom door and
there was nothing but smoke. I
tried to go downstairs anyway to
see what was going on. I got a
couple of steps down and I
couldn't go any further. I was
starting to lose my breath. The
smoke was too thick. The heat
was starting to get so intense. So
I went back upstairs real quick,"
Jones said.
He said he went into one of the
girls' rooms, where he saw Jacqueline and Ash-Lee sleeping. At
that point, he jumped out the
window. Jones said he believed it
would be better if he got to a
neighbor's house to call the fire
department.

Congress pushes cable bills
The Associated Press

NH
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BLOOMDALE, Ohio - A man
said Thursday that he did all he

"I don't know what else I could have done. I
tried to save them but the smoke was too
thick. I couldn't see anything. I just couldn't
see."

920 East
Woosiei*
*2 bdrm furnished
♦Across from Campus
*Very Large
♦Washer/dryer in bldg

^SPAGHETTI WITH
MEATBALLS

"1

Bed of spaghetti noodles topped with meat of

NEWLPVE
lti-nl;ils
:I2K S. >l;iln
Our Only OHW.
:$.»2 - .»C20

vegetarian sauce and 3 meatballs, served with 2 slices
of Garlic Bread & one trip to the salad bar!

Mondays 2-4-1 BREADSTICKS

Loco ncoo
352-9DOO

Inside only
exp 1-31-94
No other discounts Apply

Applications available for the

DELBERT L. LATTA SCHOLARSHIP

£fr Min*»all ^*N
y

*

Small Building Q,
FrontlerTlousing
Houses
Fox Run
Haven House
Manor |
Piedmont
Birchwood Place

8th & Hieh - Rental Office - 352-9378

Located in the Cherrywood Health Spa

The Delbert L. Latta Scholarship was created upon the 1988 retirement of Delbert Latta
from the U.S. Congress, where he had served as Ohio's Fifth District Representative for 30
years. He also served three terms in the Ohio Senate.
Up to two $1,000 scholarships (one to incoming freshman, one to continuing student
who have a minimum of two more semesters of study to complete before graduation) will be
awarded to law-abiding students who possess a minimum GPA of 3.0 and exhibit involement
in campus and/or community organizations. ANY MAJOR IS ELIGIBLE.
Application must reside in the geographic areas represented by Delbert Latta during his
years in public service: the counties. Erie, Fulton, Hancock, Henry. Ottawa. Paulding.
Putnam, Sandusky. Seneca, Van Wert. Williams, and Wood: also the townships of Lyme,
Norwich, Richmond. Sherman and Bellevue City (Huron County), Harding, Jerusalem,
Monclova. Oregon. Providence, Springfield, and Swanton (Lucas County).
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center.
DEADLINE MARCH 7. 1994
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Rebuilding starts in quake zone
by James Anderson
1 he Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - The waiting - for food, for money, for the freeways to open and the aftershocks to end - is a constant for earthquake victims, and the strain showed Thursday.
Refugees in tent cities waited for the fear to go away.
Isabel Molina said her 7-year-old daughter Estede was "always
happy in the park. At home she has a headache, she vomits, and she's
afraid the earth will open up and she'll fall in."
Apart from providing food and holding Bible readings, there was
little Salvation Army personnel could do, said Maj. Darvin Carpenter.
"We can't make them feel any better about living in the tent. It's
lousy," he said.
"Some pretty prominent people are calling and are crying," said
Barbara Cienfuegos, a clinical social worker staffing a county hotline. "They say, i can't talk to anyone because I'm an actor or I'm a
politician but I don't know what to do.' We just talk them down. We
tell them it will all pass."
First lady Hillary Clinton toured quake areas and an elementary
school in a spirit-boosting visit Thursday.
Shelter populations continued shrinking as victims found new
housing or returned to homes declared safe. About 3,000 people
stayed in shelters Thursday.
The Jan. 17 earthquake registered 6.6 on the Kit-liter scale and was
rasponsible for 61 deaths. A moderate aftershock measuring 4.S hit at
<*20 a.m. Thursday, swaying downtown buildings. No new damage
\. as reported.
Police worked 12-hour shifts in the San Fernando Valley to prevent
more trouble at welfare offices overwhelmed by thousands of foodstamp seekers. Tempers flared Wednesday in Panorama City, but the
lines were calm Thursday, Officer Lorie Taylor said.
More than 156.2(H) people have applied for federal quake aid, and
more than $18 million in approved loans were in the pipeline, said
James Lee Witt, head of the Federal Emergency Management
I Agency.
The state transportation department said repairs to most damaged
freeways could take six months instead of a year.
A bypass to the severed I-5-Highway 14 connector will open this
weekend in the Newhall Pass north of downtown, which is used by
200,000 commuters daily, said Caltrans supervisor Jay Steele.
Los Angeles County estimated freeway repairs and improvements
I to rail and bus lines will cost $1.9 billion. The Clinton administration
[ is seeking $1.4 billion in highway repair funds.
The district attorney's office warned it would prosecute contracI tors who overcharge for repair work or operate without a license.
One consumer was given a $1,000 roof repair estimate for a $50 job,
said Tom Papageorge, head deputy of the district attorney's consumer protection division. Several contractors were arrested during
an undercover sting operation this week, he said.
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Construction workers hoist pipe columns to stabilize and reinforce
an earthquake-damaged connector at the Intersection of the Golden State and Antelope Valley Freeway* In Santa Clarlta, Calif., on

Introducing!

Thursday. The freeways sustained heavy damage during the Jan.
17 earthquake.

Time Is Running Out

America's First Ice Beer!

Founded in 1855, The Plank Road Brewery
uses the time honored tradition of ice brewing to produce
ICEHOUSE. Brewed with the highest quality ingredients,
ICEHOUSE uses sub-freezing temperatures to eliminate watereddown taste. ICEHOUSE is just pure beer. Smooth and refreshing
with a bold, crisp finish. The way beer ought to be. Try one today
and enjoy the ice brewed tradition.

Now available at your
Favorite Bar -Restaurant - Carryout
or Supermarket

Distributed Locally by
Acme Beverage, Inc.
Findlay, Ohio

for senior portraits!
Our professional studio photographer is here for
only SIX more days.Call 1 -800-969-1337 or
1 -800-969-1338 to schedule your appointment
now!

Walk-ins
accepted.

The KEY office
28 West Hall
10 a.m.-noon;
1-6 p.m. daily

Walk-ins
accepted.
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Senate urges
administration
to lift sanctions
by Jim Abramt
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Twenty years after the last American soldier left
Vietnam, two senators who bear the scars of that war helped convince their colleagues Thursday the time has come to lift trade sanctions.
It's time to "put the war behind us," said Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass.,
a Vietnam veteran who was wounded three times. Better relations
will enhance the search for Ml As, said Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., a
former POW who spoke of going to sleep every night in prison camp
"memorizing the names of those who were with us" so they would not
be left behind.
The 62-38 vote urging the administration to lift the trade embargo
"expeditiously" was not binding, but it provides considerable impetus for the administration as it moves toward normalizing relations
with the former enemy.
Veterans' groups, most strongly against relaxing restrictions on
Vietnam until, there is a full accounting of Americans still missing
from the war, were angered by the vote.
"We were somewhat stunned that they didn't listen to the veterans
and families" who feel Vietnam is still not forthcoming on the POWMIA issue, said Phil Budahn, spokesman for the American Legion.
Yet it was the Vietnam veterans in the Senate -- led by Kerry and
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz. - who were the most eloquent in urging an
end to the enmity and the beginning of trade relations.
"If you want to serve the families you will vote to lift the embargo.
If you want to put the war behind us and act in a statesmanlike fashion and move to the future and protect the interests of this nation, you
will vote to lift the embargo," Kerry said.
McCain spoke in a hushed voice of his own six years in captivity in
a North Vietnam prisoner-of-war camp. He said the fates of those still
missing could best be learned by expanding relations with Hanoi.
"I don't often discuss my past experiences in the Vietnam War,"
McCain said, recalling how his communist jailers threatened that
those prisoners who didn't cooperate would never return home.
"Therefore, many times, at great physical risk, we did everything
we could to account for those who were imprisoned," McCain said.
He said that while the fates of some MIAs may never be known,
"every name that I knew of has been accounted for."
Six of the eight senators who served in Vietnam approved the legislation, including Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb., a Congressional Medal of
Honor winner who lost part of his leg in Vietnam.
"I understand there is still a considerable amount of fear," Kerrey
said. But he said he believed strongly that lifting the embargo was in
the best interests of the families and the country.
The legislation, written as an amendment to the State Department
authorization bill, includes a provision that Vietnam must do more to
improve its human rights record. Kerrey said this must not be ignored.
"I believe it is time for us to end these sanctions but it is not time
for us to stop fighting for the freedom of the Vietnamese people,"
Kerrey said.
Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H, led the battle against the amendment, arguing that it violates the will of veterans and the families of MIAs.

Elvis religion beginning
by David Brlggs
The Associated Press

Men and women wave their
hands in the air ecstatically,
first spelling, then calling out
the name of the man they have
come together to praise. A
Pentecostal revival? No, an
Elvis festival.
A father pacing before his
son undergoes a serious operation feels someone touch his
shoulder, gets a "lovely, warm
feeling," inside and knows
everything is going to be all
right. Did he think it was an
angel upon his shoulder? No,
Elvis Presley.
More than 16 years after his
death, hundreds of thousands
of devoted Elvis fans still revere "The King," holding festivals in his name, decorating
their homes with his pictures,
even praying to him.
Now, a British television
documentary making its U.S.
premiere Friday night raises
the question of whether Elvis
worship has become a religion.
"The King and Me," produced by Tullstar Productions
and part of the weekly series
"The Human Factor," will be

shown on The Faith and Values Channel. The cable network, which reaches 20 million homes, will show the halfhour documentary again on
Monday and next Thursday.
How well the late rock 'n'
roll superstar has stayed alive
in the popular imagination is
Indicated in the alleged sightings of Elvis regularly reported In supermarket tabloids.
"The Two Kings," a new book
from Bantam Books, satirizes
the phenomenon by comparing Elvis to Jesus.
Several national polls in recent years have found from 6
percent to 16 percent of Americans believe Elvis still may be
alive.
"The King and Me" producers estimate up to a million
people worldwide are devoted
followers of Elvis. Those
interviewed make it clear they
do not consider Elvis to be
God, and some note Elvis himself would discourage such
speculaton.
On the anniversaries of his
Aug. 16, 1977, death,
thousands of Elvis pilgrims
walk single file at his Graceland mansion.

V
AP Photo/Tony GUlgow

A visitor to Graceland strolls through the gravesite gardens of
the late king of rock and roll, Elvis Aaron Presley, in Memphis
Thursday.

_

Judge overturns Michigan ban
Kevorkian released from house arrest as charges dismissed
by Tom Coyne
The Associated Press

PONTIAC, Mich. - Dr. Jack
Kevorkian was released from
house arrest Thursday by a judge
who overturned Michigan's ban
on assisted suicide and dismissed
two of three charges against him.
Oakland County Circuit Judge
Jessica Cooper was the third
judge to reject the ban, put In effect about a year ago to stop Kevorkian.

Seniors...

You're Out!
(Of time)

The judge dismissed assisted
suicide charges in the Oakland
County deaths of a 72-year-old
woman with Lou Gehrig's disease
and a 61-year-old man with bone
cancer. Both died in Kevorkian's
apartment building last fall.
One charge, over the death of a
man with Lou Gehrig's disease, is
pending against Kevorkian in
neighboring Wayne County.
Like Wayne County Circuit
Judge Cynthia Stephens before
her, Cooper ruled the state Legislature violated the state constitu-

tion when it passed the assisted
suicide ban because It tacked on
a felony provision to a bill intended to set up a commission to
study death and dying.
The previous rulings striking
down the law in Wayne County
are being appealed. Assistant
Oakland County Prosecutor Errol
Shifman said his office would
appeal Cooper's ruling.
"We believe this law is constitutional and it will be upheld," he
said.

A circuit judge's ruling doesn't
have statewide effect, so the law
remains valid.
"I would hope (Kevorkian) will
be arrested in every county,"
Shifman said.
Kevorkian has attended 20
deaths since 1990.
"This is not about the right to
commit suicide. It's about the
right of someone in pain to go out
and end that suffering," Kevorkian's attorney, Geoffrey Fieger,
said after the ruling.

Only
6
days
left
in our last portrait session.

Demand is
heavy, so
Walk-ins accepted! Come to 28
West Hall, 1 O a.m.-1 p.m.;2- 6 p.m.
daily. Walk-ins accepted!

Preschedule your portrait session by calling
1 -800-969-1337 or 1 -800-969-1338
This is your last session
and your last chance. Call now!
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Women put win
streak on line

Falcons look to
bounce back
from CMU loss
by Andy Dugan
News sports writer
After a disappointing loss to
Central Michigan on Wednesday,
the men's basketball team continues its conference action Saturday when it hosts the Akron
Zips.
BG lost to the
Chippe was,
who are currently in second-to- last
place in the
conference
with a 2-5 record. The upset
knocked BG
out of a tied
first place
standing in the conference with
Miami. The Falcons now stand
with a 10-5 overall record and
have a conference record of 5-2.
Akron, in its second season as a
Mid-American Conference
member, faces BG as the conference team with the poorest record. Standing at 0-6 in the MAC,
6-8 overall, the Zips have won
only one of their last 20 league
contests dating back to last
season.
Seniors Anthony Stanford and
Torrey Kershaw lead Akron in
scoring. The forwards are averaging 10.2 and 10.3 points per
game, and 5.4 and 6.5 rebounds
per game.

4?

The Zips also have three reserves who are averaging better
than 18 minutes per game. Sophomore guard Eddie Kellum [7.8
ppg], and juniors Lamonte Frier-

by Jamie Schwaberow
News sports writer

son [9.5 ppg] and Mario Bell [4.3
ppg] are Akron's top players off
the bench. Kellum and Frierson
lead the squad with 24 and 17
three-point field goals, respectively.

BG owns a 6-5 lead in
theseries against the
Zips, where the
teams have played at
least once for seven
of the past 10 years.
The Falcons will look to Shane
Komives and Shane KlineRuminski for collecting the bulk
of their field goals. KlineRuminski is averaging 17.4
points per game with 7.4 rebounds. Komives is averaging
14.4 points per game with 4.1 rebounds, as well as hitting 36
three-pointers throughout the
season thus far.
BG owns a 6-5 lead in the series
against the Zips, where the teams
have played at least once for seven of the past 10 years. Last
season, the teams split their
games with each one winning at
its own court. The Falcons have
won the last two at home and
Tkc BC Nrwi/KriMla Lit Swtct
have a 4-1 overall lead in the series games at home.
BG's Shane Kline-Rumlnski and Ohio's Gary Trent fight for the tipoff. The men's and women's basketball teams host Akron Saturday at
The men face the Zips at 7:30 at Anderson Arena.
Anderson Arena.

Hockey to face Spartans
by Brian Mart
News sports writer
No athletic team likes to look
at a game as a must-win situation, but for the Falcon hockey
team tonight's matchup with
Michigan State is closer to one
than any other contest so far
this season.
Although
the team has
arguably
been playing
Its best
hockey of the
year the past
three weeks,
it hasn't been
rewarded in
the victory
column -t which makes tonight's game
that much more important.
"This game Is very important for us because of what it
can do for our confidence," defenseman Brandon Carper
said. "A strong game versus
Michigan State after beating
the third-ranked team [Lake

Superior] would show that we
can play on the same level as
the top teams in the nation."
MSU (14-7 J overall, 11-5-3 in
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association) split a two-game
series with top-ranked Michigan last weekend. They are the
only CCHA team to defeat
Michigan this year. The Spartans are currently in second
place in the CCHA, 12 points
behind the Wolverines.
The Spartans have one of the
conference's top goaltenders in
junior Mike Buzak. Buzak's
goals against average of 2.54 in
conference play ranks only behind BG's Bob Petrie. Buzak
leads the CCHA in minutes,
saves and save percentage.
The Spartan offensive
charge is led by its top line h which is centered by the
dangerously fast Anson Carter
(17 goals-12 assists-29 points).
Carter is joined by wings Rem
Murray (10-24-34) and Steve
Guolla (14-26-40).
In their two previous meetings with the Spartans, BG was

shutout by Buzak 3-0 on Jan. 15
and settled for a 2-2 tie after
losing a 2-0 lead in the third
period on Nov. 20. Both
contests were at Munn Ice
Arena in East Lansing, Mich

'We're playing very
well. It's ony a
matter of time
before we get
rewarded with the
win.'
Brandon Carper,
defenseman
Ironically, the Falcons
played perhaps their best game
of the season at the time during
the 3-0 shutout. That loss, plus
a split with Lake Superior and
Tuesday's hard-fought 2-1 loss
at Michigan constitute what
the team feels is its best fourgame stretch of the season.
However, they lost three of the
four games.

"We're playing very well,"
Carper said. "It's only a matter
of time before we get rewarded
with the win."
MSU would be a good team to
get that win against. A BG victory would put the Falcons a
mere three points behind the
Spartans in the CCHA standings. The fourth place Falcons
are currently three points behind LSSU. However, while BG
only plays on Friday, both the
Spartans and Lakers play twice
this weekend. Junior Will
Clarke will start in goal again
for BG. Clarke turned in a
spectacular effort against
Michigan, only to find Steve
Shields was slightly more spectacular.
Center Brian Holzinger and
defenseman Jeff Wells are pacing the Falcons with 21 points
apiece on the season. Center
Curtis Fry and defenseman
Todd Reirden have each contributed 18 points.
MSU leads the all-time series
with BG 35-17-5.

Sendek turns down praise
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

(8-7) at 4-3 in the MAC, followed
by Kent and Toledo, both 3-4 and
8-7. Central Michigan is 2-5 and
Don't try to pat Miami of Ohio 3-12 and Akron 0-7 and 6-9.
coach Herb Sendek on the back
Saturday's games find Miami
for his team's quick start in the at Ball State in a matchup of last
Mid-American Conference race.
year's co-champions, Akron at
Sendek, in his first year at the Bowling Green, Central at
school, knows that a pat on the Eastern, Western at Kent and
back might just end up being a Ohio U. at Toledo.
push off a cliff.
Miami and Bowling Green had
"We're certainly happy with been the surprises of the MAC
the start, but we are constantly season, at least up until BG's
reminding ourselves that it's still stunning 58-53 loss to ninth-place
very early," Sendek said. "So Central Michigan Wednesday
much of the season is left to be that gave MU sole possession of
played. And one game in the first place.
standings separates so many
Sendek came to Miami after
teams.
four years as an assistant under
"Any celebrations on our part Rick Pitino at Kentucky. But he
would be extremely premature." didn't come with a lot of expectaMiami leads the MAC with a tions.
6-1 record (11-4 overall). Bowling
"I didn't have a real good feel
Green is second at 5-2 and 10-5. how good we'd be," he said. "I
Next come Western Michigan had as many questions as any(11-5), Ohio U. (12-6), Eastern body. Particularly since five of
Michigan (9-6) and Ball State our top 10 players had yet to play

their first year at Miami. That
was a hurdle. Second, the team
had to adapt to a new system.
"We're still playing man-toman defense and pressing, as
they had been under Joby
Wright, but we wanted to play at
a faster clip. Even under the new
system, the team has responded
well."
It helped that Sendek inherited
three starters
Derrick Cross,
John McKenna and Jamie Mahaffey. Also added to the mix
were two renowned scorers in
sophomore London Hackim and
Richard "TuTu" Brown. Also
contributing have been backup
center Kevin Beard, swingman
Gregg Derbyshire, and forward
Devin Davis.
A strong schedule has also
played a role. Miami's only losses
have come to San Francisco, Xa-

vier and Cincinnati, and Bowling
Green in the MAC.
Having previously coached In
the Big East at Providence and
the Southeastern Conference,
Sendek still wasn't shocked by
the parity present in the MAC.
"It may be a cliche, but it's still
the truth In college basketball,
parity is a stark reality," he said
"If you look at the standings or
watch the CNN ticker, upsets
happen every day without exception. ... It's where we are in college basketball. If you don't prepare and don't take your opponent seriously, you wont be
around long.
"That's also what makes it a lot
of fun. The 3 point shot is the
great equalizer."
As a footnote, Miami leads the
MAC in 3-polnt percentage (.399)
and Hackim is tops in 3 pointers
made per game (3.4).

The Akron Zips are riding into
town on a high note after a 85-83
overtime win against Ball State.
The Falcons, however, also won
at Central Michigan 63-48. The
difference is the Falcons are at
home and they have not lost a
game at home yet this year.
Bowling
Green is 5-0
overall and 3-0
in the MidAmerican Conference thus
far. The game
takes place at
Anderson
Arena at 5:15
p.m. on Saturday.
"This is a game that we need to
continue to keep improving in,"
BG coach Jaci Clark said.
The Falcons are entering the
game with a 12-3 record overall
and are 6-1 in the MAC, still one
game behind the undefeated
Toledo Rockets. The Zips are
4-10 overall and 2-4 in the MAC.
"The Zips are playing hard right
now," Clark said. "They are
taking pride in their program."
BG hopes to explode in this
game after being held way under
their average of 79 points per
game on Wednesday against Central Michigan.
Talita Scott and Michelle
Shade, BG's leading scorers,
were each held below their average of 18.4 and 16.5, respectively,
on Wednesday with 12 points
apiece. They were, however, the

team's leading scorers.
The Falcons are currently leading the league in field goal percentage at 45.9 and in free throw
percentage at 75.2. Scott leads
the team in both with 52.5 field
goal percentage and an 87.7 free
throw percentage.
"I feel we should have success
in this game if we can execute
our offense and defense the way
we are capable of doing," Clark
said.

"If we want to be in a
good position at the
end of the year, we
need to keep winning
and stay mentally
prepared."
)aci Clark, women's
basketball coach
The Falcons are hoping to get
some help from Ohio University
on Saturday as they travel to
Toledo. If the Bobcats can come
up with a win, there will be a
three-way first place tie. All
teams would then be 7-1 in the
league with a BG win.
"If we want to be in a good position at the end of the year, we
need to keep winning and stay
mentally prepared," said Clark.

Freshmen give
team confidence
Women travel to Columbus,
men at Michigan Relays
by John Boyle
News sports writer
The women's track team will get a better idea this weekend of just
exactly where they stand in the Mid-American Conference heirarchy.
BG, along with MAC rivals Toledo, Ball State, Ohio and Akron will
compete in the Lady Buckeye Invitational on Saturday in Columbus.
The meet also features Big Ten squads Ohio State
and Michigan State.
Head coach Steve Price fully expects his squad to
compete well.
"We're shooting to win the competition," he said.
"We're definitely going after It."
Price's confidence is due in large part to the early
season performances of his freshman class namely sprinter Kaleitha Johnson, distance runner Laura Hall and shot putter Nikki Sturzinger.
Johnson currently owns the second-fastest conference time in the 55 meter hurdles.
Hall, the top freshman cross country runner in the MAC this past
fall, has the third-best 3,000 meter run time in the conference this
season.
Fellow freshman NikM Sturzinger holds the fourth-best MAC
throw this season in the shot put.
With the abundance of youth in the program, Price was apprehensive about his team's chances for success so early. Now, however,
things are much clearer.

"I feel things are on much more solid ground
now, after we've had a chance to watch them
in competition."
Steve Price, women's track coach

"I feel things are on much more solid ground now, after we've had a
chance to watch them in competit ion, "he said.
The men's track team will travel north this weekend to compete in
the Michigan Relays.
Due to illness and injury, head coach Sid Sink will send only 24 participants to Saturday's meet. "We have five guys sick and a dozen or
so nursing injuries,"he said.
Competition will be stiff as MAC rivals Eastern Michigan and Central Michigan and Big Ten foes Michigan and Michigan State will also
compete.
This weekend also features the re-emergence of sprinter Shawn
Blanchett and distance runner Eddie Nicholson, who make their return after battling injuries.
According to Sink, the goal this weekend is to ready his squad for
more important meets.
"We want to improve and get ready for scored meets," he said
Sink also Indicated that the 55-meter hurdle matchup between BG's
Scott Thompson and EMU'S Tlberia Patterson should be the befct
battle of the weekend. Patterson outstretched Thompson at the line
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Caps fire Murray, Barkley leads all in
NBA
All-Star
voting
hire Schoenfeld
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

BUFFALO, NY. - Terry
Murray, his team unable to
play consistently and management convinced the players
have lost faith in him, was
fired Thursday as coach of the
Washington Capitals.
He was replaced by Jim
Schoenfeld, a former coach of
the Buffalo Sabres and New
Jersey Devils.
The announcement came at a
news conference 90 minutes
before Thursday night's game
between the Capitals and Sabres at the Buffalo Auditorium.
Schoenfeld was to be at the
game.
Washington general man-

ager David Poile said the move
to dismiss Murray had been
building the "last couple of
weeks."
"We've had roller coaster
year where we can"t reach any
level of consistency," Poile
said. "There's been a loss of
confidence and belief among
players. In this business you
have to go with your instincts,
and this is what mine told me to
da"
The Capitals were 20-23-4 going into Thursday night's
game. They were in fifth place
in the Atlantic Division, five
points behind the expansion
Florida Panthers.

Murray was in his fourth
season with the Capitals, compiling a record of 163-134-8.
Schoenfeld, 41, has been a
hockey television commentator the last two seasons. He
drove to the arena as soon as he
got the call from Poile.
"This kind of caught me off
guard. I just jumped in my car
and came here," he said. "I
know coaching isn't all roses,
but it gets in my blood. It's
something I want to do."
Also fired was assistant
coach John Perpich while another assistant, Keith Allain,
was reassigned as a goaltending consultant in the organization.

Big names top NFL list
by Barry Wilner
The Associated Press

ATLANTA
- When NFL
owners and general managers
get out their shopping lists next
month, they'll find some noteworthy merchandise ~ such as
Deion Sanders, Art Monk and
Tom Rathman.
According to the NFL Players
Association, 499 players will be
unrestricted free agents this
year. The NFLPA released a list
of those players on Thursday, but
several teams disputed the
names on it.
The official list will be
released by the league in February.
If the union's findings are correct, a free-spending owner
could sign Pro Bowl players such
as cornerback Nate Odomes,
tackle Howard Ballard and special teamer Steve Tasker of the
Buffalo Bills; fullback Daryl
Johnston, center Mark Stepnoski
and guard Nate Newton of the
Dallas Cowboys; receivers Anthony Miller of the San Diego
Chargers and Tim Brown of the

Los Angeles Raiders; linebackers and Mark Clayton of the Green
Renaldo Turnbull and Rickey Bay Packers; offensive linemen
Jackson of the New Orleans Mike Munchak of Houston and
Saints; and tight end Eric Green Jackie Slater of the Los Angeles
Rams; tight end Steve Jordan of
of the Pittsburgh Stcelcrs.
All three guards on the NFC Minnesota; and kick returner
Pro Bowl roster - Newton, Ran- Mel Gray of the Detroit Lions.
dall McDaniel of the Minnesota
On defense, possibilities would
Vikings and Guy Mclntyre of the
San Francisco 49ers - were on include nose tackles Dan
Saleaumua of Kansas City and
the NFLPA list.
Sanders, the big-play corner- Jerry Ball of the Cleveland
back of the Atlanta Falcons who Browns; ends Clyde Simmons of
also plays center field for the At- the Philadelphia Eagles. William
lanta Braves, was listed. So was Fuller and Sean Jones of Houston
Art Monk, the league's career re- and Tim Green of Atlanta; lineceptions leader from the Wash- backers Seth Joyner of Philadelington Redskins, and San Fran- pliia and Wilber Marshall of
cisco's Ratlmian, considered the Houston; cornerbacks Albert
best all-around fullback in the Lewis of Kansas City, Cris Dishman of Houston and Gill Byrd of
NFL.
San Diego; and safeties Louis OlAlso available would be past iver of the Miami Dolphins and
stars such as running backs Neal Dennis Smith of the Denver
Anderson of the Chicago Bears Broncos.
and Earnest Byner of WashingAlong with the 499 unton; quarterbacks Chris Miller of
Atlanta and Dave Krieg of the restricted free agents listed quarterback Ken O'Brien was
Kansas City Chiefs; receivers
Michael Haynes of Atlanta, placed under the Eagles and New
Haywood Jeffires and Webster York Jets - were 1S5 restricted
Slaughter of the Houston Oilers free agents.
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NEW YORK -- Charles Barkley
has lost none of his glamour with
basketball fans. The outspoken
Phoenix Suns forward was the
top vote-getter in the final count
of fan balloting released Thursday for the NBA All-Star game
Feb. 13 at the Target Center in
Minneapolis.
He received 794,836 votes for
the Western Conference team,
far outdistancing his nearest
competitor, Orlando Magic
center Shaquille O'Neal, who
received 603,346 votes for the
East squad.
This is Barkley's eighth NBA
All Star selection and sixth as a
starter.
He will be joined on the
Western Conference front line by
Shawn Kemp of Seattle, who had
481,880 votes. The other West

Wregget shuts out Nordiques

PITTSBURGH - Ken Wregget
stopped 38 shots for his first shutout in nearly six years as the
Pittsburgh Penguins beat the
Quebec Nordiques 3-0 Thursday
night.
Wregget, 29, has three shutouts
in 374 NHL games. The other two
came in 1987-88 when he played
for the Toronto Maple Leafs. The
most recent was Feb. 19,1988
when he made 32 saves in a 5-0
win over Vancouver.
Wregget played for the 24th
time in 26 games. He is 12-6-6 in
that stretch. He has appeared in
33 of Pittsburgh's 47 games because of hip and knee injuries to
No. 1 goalie Tom Barrasso.
The Penguins beat the Nordiques for the first time in five
games this season. Pittsburgh is
13-S-2 within the Northeast Conference and all but one of the losses have been to Quebec.
The Nordiques have been shut
out four times this season and the
four shutouts have come in the
last eight games.
Martin Straka scored his third
goal in two games at 10:05 of the
first period. Stephane Fiset
stopped Kevin Stevens' shot but
Straka knocked in the rebound.
Markus Naslund got his first
goal since Dec. 4 at 17:10. Joe
Mullen streaked down the right
side and fed the puck across to
Naslund. He was able to extend
his stick and direct the puck into
the net for his third of the season.
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- Sign up by noon
Feb 1st in Buckeye Rm.
- Pairings available after
Feb 1st in Buckeye Rm.
- Double elimination

The Penguins had 20 shots in
the second period and the only
goal. Stevens scored his 28th on a
power play at 13:36. He took
Marty McSorley's pass to the net
and shoved the puck between
Fisct's legs.
Center Bryan Trotticr, Pittsburgh's oldest player at 37, left
the game in the second period
with back spasms.

Barkley was MVP of the league
last season and MVP of the AllStar game in 1991. He is averaging 24.1 points per game.
Olajuwon will be making his
ninth All-Star appearance and
fifth as a starter, while Drexler
will be in his eighth All-Star
game and third as a starter.
Kemp and Richmond made their
All-Star debuts last year and will
start for the first time this year.
For the East, O'Neal became
only the 14th rookie ever to start
in an All-Star game last year.
Pippen is in his fourth All-Star
game, third as a starter, while
Coleman, Armstrong and Anderson will be appearing in their
first All-Star game

Eight teams are represented in
the starting lineups, with Chicago and New Jersey having two
players each.

Gymnastics in action at
Kent State
by Ray OaVlto
News staff writer

This Friday the Bowling Green
gymnastic team travels to compete against Kent State in their
first conference meet of the
year.
The team has been hampered
Wilkins, Cavs top Bulls
by knee injuries to freshman KelRICHFIELD, Ohio - Gerald
Wilkins had two options: Get stit- ley McClelland and sophomore
Nikki Riggs, but head coach
ched up in a hurry and risk his
good looks, or spend a few extra
Charles Simpson expects the
minutes in the locker room.
team to pull together for a strong
Wilkins ended up spending
performance.
more time with the doctor than he
The team will be led by sophowanted, but he came back to
more
Jennifer Wenrich who will
score five straight points during
lead off on the uneven bars and
an 18-2 fourth-quarter run
senior Julia Zelikov, who set a
Thursday night that led the
Cleveland Cavaliers past the Chi- vaulting record at BG's last meet
and is looking for a repeat percago Bulls 100-84.
Wilkins was cut above the right formance.
eye when he set a pick on Horace
Coach Simpson will also call on
Grant with a few seconds remaining in the first half. Wilkins, who senior captains Elisa Martinelli
caught an elbow, spent a couple
and Jennifer Nacca. Martinelli
minutes on the floor before being has been the team's highest-point
helped to the locker room.
producer for the first two meets,
while Nacca continues to return
He didn't return until late in
to full strength since suffering
the third period, and the Cavaan early season ankle sprain.
liers let most of a 13 point halfOthers expected to contribute
time lead get away.
include freshmen Kim Pope, An"I was just happy to get back
drea Seamen and Erica Mishlar.
out on the floor," Wilkins said. "I
The team's next meet will be
kept telling the doctor, 'Come on, Feb. 11, at home against Ball
come on.'
State
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starters will be center Hakeem
Olajuwon of Houston (478,018)
and guards Clyde Drexler of
Portland (493,204) and Mitch
Richmond of Sacramento
(469,978).
The Eastern Conference starters, in addition to O'Neal, will be
forwards Scottie Pippen of Chicago (496,505) and Derrick
Coleman of New Jersey
(482,261), and guards BJ. Armstrong of Chicago (529,065) and
Kenny Anderson of New Jersey
(493.690).
Balloting to pick the 10 All-Star
starters was conducted from
Nov. 9-Jan. 20. More than 2.9 million ballots were cast.
The head coaches in the two
conferences will select the remaining seven players on each
squad. Head coaches will be from
those teams with the best records
as of Jan. 30.

%ty

PEPSI
2
LITERS

$119

ALL BEER AT STATE
MINIMUM PRICE'S

T

Finals Feb. 10 - 7 p.m.

FRIT0-LAY
6 oz.
CHIPS

Winners go to Regional Tourn. at
Western Michigan

T

990

106 Napoleon Rd.

LAWSON'S

CHIP DIP 2/$ 100
7oz.
425 WoosterSt.

UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes UAO Prizes

THE FALCONS PLAY AT HOME THIS WEEKEND!
TOMORROW

TONIGHT

5:15/7:30 PM
@ ANDERSON ARENA

7 PM @ ICE ARENA

~ HOCKEY VS.
MICHIGAN STATE

BASKETBALL
VS. AKRON

HELP THE FALCONS BEAT THE CCHA #2 AND
NATIONALLY-RANKED SPARTANS!

BEAT THE SPARTANS!

HELP THE FALCONS KEEP THEIR WINNING
STREAKS ALIVE AT "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS!

COME CHEER FOR
THE HOME TEAM!

BEAT THE ZIPS!

The BG News
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Road to Super Bowl
tough on both teams

Bowl blitz

by Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press
ATLANTA - Message to Jim- said.
Jones finally gave in. Smith
my Johnson from the Buffalo
"I've never, in all my years of signed for $13.6 million over
Bills:
coaching, had as much adversity four years, and began his season
Getting to the Super Bowl isn't as what we've had to face this midway through the third game
supposed to be easy.
year," Johnson said.
at Phoenix. The Cowboys won,
Johnson has spent the latter
Dallas' problems started be- beginning a seven-game winning
part of the season whining about fore the season, when quarter- streak.
the problems his Dallas Cowboys back Troy Aikman underwent
Aikman pulled a hamstring
have faced in their attempt to back surgery. Then Emmitt against the New York Giants and
win a second straight Super Smith and owner Jerry Jones be- was replaced by Jason Garrett, a
Bowl.
came entangled in a contract dis- World Football League refugee
He has cited everything from pute, and Smith held out.
with no NFL experience.
Emmltt Smith's holdout to an inBackup tight end Alfredo
On the Monday after Aikman
jury list that included key Roberts was lost with a broken was hurt, the Cleveland Browns
players such as Smith, Troy foot, along with backup corner- released its eight-year starter,
Aikman and Charles Haley.
back Clayton Holmes, one of the Bemie Kosar, who had played for
"It's funny, but in football, we better special teams players. Johnson at the University of
all live in our own little worlds," Several other special teams Miami. Dallas outbid the Miami
Frank Reich, Buffalo's backup types, along with strong safety Dolphins by offering Kosar $1.5
quarterback, said Thursday. "We Darren Woodson, also missed million for the rest of the year,
all think our own problems are time with injuries.
and he relieved Garrett in the
the only problems in the world.
Aikman's back was better by second quarter of the next game,
It's just a natural tendency."
opening day, but Smith still was a 20-15 win over the Cardinals.
Walt Corey, the Bills' defen- absent when the Cowboys opened
Aikman was still out for a game
sive coordinator, put it more at Washington and lost to the against the Atlanta Falcons,
bluntly. "Injuries?" he said. "We Redskins 35-16.
Smith pulled a hamstring early,
all live with that all the time."
Smith was out the next week and the Cowboys lost 27-14.
"When we were playing in when Buffalo came to Texas StaOn Thanksgiving Day, there
their place the second week of dium and won 13-10. The players was an ice storm that turned
the season, at the end of the game were grumbling and Haley Texas Stadium into a skating rink
we were trying to stop them in slammed his helmet against a for the game against Miami.
the defensive line with a bunch of wall in the locker room, leaving a
Dallas led 14-13 as the Dolbackups and a rookie," Corey large dent.
phins lined up to try a 42-yard
field goal that would give them a
win. It was blocked, and skittered
down the field as the television
cameras showed Jones jumping
up and down on the sideline.
Careening through a group of
Dolphins came Leon Lett, diving
after the ball. It skittered off
him, slid toward the goal line and
was covered by Miami, leading to
Pete Stoyanovich's 19-yard field
goal that won the game, 16-14.
That was the Cowboys' last
loss, but it forced them to go to
Giants Stadium the final week of
the regular season tied with New
York at 11A

Dallas Cowboys running back Emmltt Smith talks with reporters at the Super Bowl Media Day at the
Georgia Dome. Smith was named The NFL's Player of the Year Wednesday.

Teams contrast in style
by Barry Wllner
The Associated Press

ATLANTA - No matter how you perceive them and America's perception of the Dallas Cowboys
and Buffalo Bills couldn't be more contrasting the teams in Sunday's Super Bowl have built the
NFL's perfect beast.
The Bills put together a division champion in
1988 and climbed to the top of the AFC in 1990. Nobody in the conference has bumped them off since.
Their failures in the Super Bowl shouldn't diminish that achievement.
The Cowboys sank to the depths of the league by
the late 1980s, but were resurrected in near-record
time by the JJs, owner Jerry Jones and coach
Jimmy Johnson. They won last year's NFL title and
are in position not only to win it again, but continue
dominating the league through the decade.
"You're looking at two great teams and two great
organizations," Cowboys receiver Michael Irvin
said. "The records prove that."
Buffalo has the league's best record in the '90s,
and has done so basically with the same cast.
"It's a great credit to the people in the front office that they've been able to keep the players you
Dallas dominated the first half, need to succeed," Jim Kelly said. "When you have
but led only 13-0 and Smith sepa- that strong group of players, you need to hold onto
rated his right shoulder late in them and build around them."
Even when the Bills lost key personnel - linethe second period. Smith continued to play in pain as the Giants backers Shane Conlan and Carlton Bailey, receiver
tied the score 13-13 in regulation. James Lofton and general manager Bill Polian
weren't back this year - they've found able reSmith touched the ball on sev- placements. Marvcus Patton and Mark Maddox
en of nine plays in overtime that have been just as good at linebacker. Bill Brooks
got the Cowboys into position for has done even more than Lofton managed last
Eddie Murray's 41-yard game- season and Butler hasn't disrupted the mechanism
that got the Bills going in the first place.
Buffalo Bills coraerback Nate Odomes, left, talks with teammates winning field goal.
Thurman Thomas (34) and Carwell Gardner (35) at the team's practice

Several Bills point right to owner Ralph Wilson,
whose dedication to the Buffalo area makes him a
very popular man in western New York. His dedication to keeping his team intact, pretty much regardless of expense, has made him exceptionally
popular with players.
"Everybody looks at owners depending on how
much money you spend," Bills receiver Don Beebe
said. "Mr. Wilson is beyond spending money.
"For me, personally, Mr. Wilson came up to me
after the Super Bowl last year and said, 'Son, you
really showed me something today.'
"He didn't call me Don or kid ... he called me son.
That's pretty touching when the owner comes up
and says something like that.
"He's just a great owner."
That's not enough Leon Hess is a great owner,
according to New York Jets players. But they're
not a great team.
There has to be more.
How about scouring the bushes? The Bills traditionally have benefitted from signing small college players. They have guys from William &
Mary, Chadron State, Anderson (Ind.), Kutztown,
Jacksonville State, Wabash, Eastern Washington
and Northern Michigan.
"If you see a player, any player from any school,
and he has the ability you're looking for," Butler
said, "you get him."
Patience has played a major role, too. How many
rosters would remain virtually intact after three
straight Super flops? Buffalo's has.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORSI
The Ohio Student Education Association will
be holding Hi Spnng Membership Drive on
Jan. 31 -Feb. 4 from 10-4 on the 1st floor of tie
Education Bidg Coma join us In our quest to
become better educators!
ALPHA LAM BOA DELTA MEMBERS:
Do you know where YOU should be
on Wedneeday. Fab. 2nd al •:00pm' 11
At lha GENERAL MEETrNO, ol course"
8:00 pm In 1111A
Be therein

MM
American Marketing AssooaSon
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Thurs., Jan. 27 and Fit. Jan. M
flam. 2pm
Front BA Hallway
Are you having trouble recruiting members for
your organization? We can hefpl Come to our
"Recruiting New Members Workshop" which
will be heW on Wedneeday, February 2. 1904
al 7:00 pm m the Alumni Room of the Union.
This workshop is free to all and is sponsored by
SAO ond SOLD. For reservations, call
372-2843.
Attention All WBGU-FM DJsl There is a mandaDry staff meeting on Tuesday Fab. 1 at 000
pm In 121 W Hall. Al DJs are eipecled to be
there See you all there for the funl
Big up reggae massive -10th Bob Mssiey Tribute. 0 pm. Sal. Fab 26, Union Ballroom. ARK
Band. A Caribbean Assoc event.

■G PRO BG PRO BG PRO BO PRO
FIRST MEETING OF THE SEMESTER
SET UP FOR DISTRICT CONFERENCE
7:30 MON. JAN. 31 BA 104
COLLEGE CURLING CLUB ORGANIZING
Tuae. Jan. 25,7 30 pm BA room 103
For Recreation • Instruction Collegiate
Competition - Olympic Sport

Don't want to bake on the beach
tor Spring break?
Hit the Appalachian T r ail instead'
General Into Meeting Fab. 2
7-9 pm Tafl Room
Catl 2-2343 tor deaUs
Sponsored by UAO

MONDAY. JANUARY 31
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
Are you cunous to find out what fomirsem la
about? Do you like to discuss woman's issues?
Coma to our open discussion al 0:00 pm In 126
Shatzel Hall.
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
Ne«tyear's SENIORS
Applications lor
MORTAR BOARD
a/a now available m
425 Student Services
Applications due Jan. 31

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for persona]
support
16 N.Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005

PREGNANT?
We can help. FREE 1 CONFOENTIAL pregnancy lasts, support • Information. BG Pregnancy Center Can 354-HOPE.
ULTRA TAN
Ready to warm you up
Hours 10-8 Man.-Fit
10 TANS 820 • 20 TANS $40
One Free vis I with purchase
Across the street from Taco Bell

CITY EVENTS
HAPPY HOURS
25 cant hot dogs. 50 cant si loss of pizza
Drink Specials
alMTMuggs

352-2356

Monday's at MT Mugga - 22 02. beers are back
all nighi long I

Word Processing - Term Papers. Thesis, Resumes, Dissertationa on Laser Printer. Call
352-67051010 8).

LOST & FOUND

PERSONALS

FOUNO: set of keys with 4 keys In Union Parking Lot Found around 5 pm on 1/24. Call
353-2017

f 1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parry
Cruisel 6 Days $2791 Trip Include* Cruise 1
ffl Awesome Spring Breakl Boat Trips 6
PrloHl Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $2791
Includes 12 Meals A 6 Free ParMsl Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $1191 Cancun
i Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $4691 Daytona $1491 Kay west $2491
Cocoa Beach $15911-800 878 6386

SERVICES OFFERED
HEADQUARTERS FOR HAIR
to now taking appolnlM-F 1CU -Ssl 10-3
Cule $10-16. '164-2244

B.O.9.U. BLOODMOMLE
tSCOMINOII
Fab.7-11»i(Mon.-Frl.)
10:30 am-4:30 pm each day

N.E. Commons

(your one pint of blood could save 4 lives)
Please. Give Blood and
Give the Gift OIL ilel I
I you have any quesbons, please call
352 4575

NEED ADJ.?
For: Fraternity or Sorority events, dances,
Reunions, weddings, ale...
Call 364-0201 ask tor KM

#1 Awesome Spring Breakl Panama City! 8
Days Ooaanvlew Room With Kitchen $1191
Walk To Beat Bars! Includes Free Discount
Card • Save $50 On Cover Chargesl
1 800-678-6386

Math tutoring Grad. student with experience
andrelerence. Flexible hours Can 352-7306
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Do Your Part...

)N Main

^

RECYCLE!

•

PinbaH

352

"51

Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

The Affair

l0oi°
•

ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI- ALPHA PHI
Congratulations on your Christmas
pearling to Kevm Broidal
Love, Liz and Jan
ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PUT ALPHA PHI
A1PHA PHI • ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
DATE DASH ■ SUPER BOWL BASH - DATE
DASH
Oh what fun it will ba
On the 30th of January
Quarters at the mall is the place lo Do
Who will win? We win all seal
ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI

t pair. Roller Blades, size 11 women
(size 9 men), used. EXCELLENT condition

$50 00 353 9207 after 9 pm

A Chi O- Tit™ Bressi • A Chi O
The sisters ol Afcha Chi Omega are proud to
announoa the engagemnet of Tifm Braasl to
Theta Chi Todd Riecks We all wish you both
the beat ol luck!
AChiO'ACrnO'AChiO
Room. 12 Maa's i 6 Free Pamesi Hurry! Tins
Will Sell OutM 800-678-6386

continued on p. 12

You are invited.,
to attend Bowling Green State University's
14th Annual Leadership Conference
February 18-19. 1994.

—STUDY IN EUROPE THIS SUMMER—
Build your resume. Gain valuable oxp.
31/2deywknds for travel (Swiss,Germ)
Study 5 wks. in Franca. 1 wk in Belgium
Classes in English. Open to al majors.
Sponsored by the College of Business.
Info Meeting: Wed Feb. 9.9pm 116 BA
For more info, call 372-6196

SOLD.
REMINDER: Nominatlona tor Student Leader
of the Monti are due Jan. 31 by S pm.
c/o Brett Berquist Rm 405 Student Services
SOLD. SOLD

[CENTER FOR CHOICE II
Conlldential Health Care For Women

SWEATER SALE 25-30%OFF
Lisa's Wild Wool KM
Coming to BG Jan. 26-28
Student Foyer Master Card ( Visa

Video Games

•

Pod

•

Ping Pong

•

■:r:■: $: ■: i ;i:■:A:t:■ :$j ■: ■: ■: i: i:i:■: ■: ■; ■: ■: ■: ■:■:■:$ :■: ■: ■: ■: ■ :$: $T

Redefining Leadership
Registration dates
December 1- January 29
Register today at 425 Student Services.
If you register before January 29 it costs only SIS.00
after that date it will cost $20.00
Register now!
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Alpha Xi Delta
The brothers of Phi Delia Theta would like to
thank the beautiful sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta tor
the use of their house dunng Rush.
Alpha Xi Delta

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
GENERAL MEETING!
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
GENERAL MEETING!
Wednesday, February 2nd
8:00 pm- -111 BA

AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT
Congratulations
Colleen Hoy
and
Heather Smith
You Guys Are Awesome!
AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT AOTT

CO-OP STUDENTS
Now is the Dme to update your file!!
Bring in a new resume
and a NEW copy of your
unofficial transcript
(free at your college office)
Fall positions go unfilled every year 11
Questions? 2 2451

ARK Reggae Band is at MAIN EVENT
137 Mam St. Toledo, east of Sport's
Arena TOMORROW (Check it)

ATTEND THE
LARGEST LEADERSHIP
CONFERENCE
ATBGSU
FEBRUARY IB A IS
REGISTER TODAY

NATION'S

AT
425 STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING!

Attention Alpha Lambda Delta
member*:

Wednesday. February 2nd
8:00pm-lit BA

BRATHAUS - SUPERBOWL PARTY
Sunday. Jan 30 open 4 pm
Happy Hour Pnoes All Night
Also - Free Popcorn
Hot Dogs • 2S cents
19 and over - No Cover
Free Chance to win
BRATHAUS T-shins and Beer signs
BRATHAUS - Thursdays
50 cents Happy Hours
6 9pm No cover 19andover

DELTA SIGMA PI
Proraaslonil Bualnea* Fraternity
Casual Info Night Men Jan. 31
112 Life Science 9:00 pm
Open to all business majors
Don't Juat Start A Semester •
Start Your Future
Familiar Brands at Unfamiliar prices
And now al 10-40% off NATTY THREADS
118S Main
Girl Scout Cookie Sale Extended
Dtl Jan. 31 st To order call 669 2409

BRATHAUS - Sun., Hon., Tu. . A Wed.
Happy Hours All Nfflht
Bar open 6 pm-19 and over
CHI O' DATE DASH • CHI O • DATE DASH
Look out ladies, it's FRIDAY night
You'll be caled by MARK -SWinking lights!
So here's tome bait to lure a dale
Froms-9 the Dme is greatl
For run & FREE PIZZA w/ your sisters A men.
Get excited - see you thenl
CHI O • DATE DASH • CHI O • DATE DASH

Love,
Janie
KKG • KKG • KKG

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
HURRVI
Deadline to apply tor 9495 year is Februarys s»illC«j()s.?C«ll Coop PrograiT>2 24S1.
Ouetandlng Senior Nominations
due Monday. January 31 by 5 pm.
Outetandlng Senior Nomination*
due Monday. January 31 by S pm.
Outetandlng Senior Nomlnatlone
due Monday, January 31 by 5 pm.
QUALITY STIENS
166 S Main
Open this Fn. A Sat. 12-5 pm

Have you lived in an alcohol or substance
abusing home? Ever wonder how that might affect relationships, past or present? It interested
in learning more, a RELATIONSHIPS GROUP
is now being offered ID explore this issue Call
Sheila or Ellen at 372-2130 for more informs
twoajid IDpra-reratlar. Deadline: 1-31 94
HEADOUARTE RS FOR HAIR
Tim Messenger is now taking appointments
M-F 10 8-Sat. 10-3
Cuts $10-15 354-2244
HeyALPHA LAMBDA DELTA members:
1 Read the Al D ad in tho "Help Wanted"
2. Respond to that AL D adi

BRATHAUS ■ Friday* and Saturday a
50 cents Happy Hours
4-9pmNocover- l9andover
Come in Before & Alter Hockey games

Happy 21 it B day to
onaolmyBESTFRCNDS!

Loving couple with Chnsoan values hopes to
adopt an infant to be the brother or sister to
their 2 yr. old adopted son. We will pay cost.
Call 1 706-397-1112 (collect)

Good Luck Mock Trial Team
in the Regional Competition
Saturday and Sunday!

GENERAL MEETING"!
GENERAL MEETING'"

$700/wk cannenes; $4500'mo. rJeckhande.
Alaska summer fisheries now hiring.
Employment Maska 1 206-323-2672.

KKG * KKG ' KKG
Stephfl.

LAST CHANCE TO BOOKI SPUING BREAK
SALE ig94ILOWEST GUARANTEED
PRICES TO JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS.
S. PADRE, FLAI ASK HOW TO TRAVEL
FREE 1SUNSPIASH TOURS 1 8O0-<28-7710

CONGRATULATIONS
SUE
JEFF
CRAKJ
TODD
KickoHwasGroatl
You're Amazing!

INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE Men's A
Women's Curling - Fob 1; Men's Dbls. Racquetball - Feb. 2: Coed Whiffieball - Feb 16 All
entries due by 4:00 pm on due date. Pick up
entry forms in 130 Field House.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE M.W.DLBS
BILIARDS - JAN 31 ENTRIES DUE BY 400
PJvl.ON DUE DATE IN 130 FIELD HOUSE
Jennifer L. Fisher,
Kz1|b imh vmp tqwqjt to kzo nouk irjjp mv II
aqvo urn vfp. O clj'k orspouu ogmher zmy Inez
qk folju km to. O'f ammbqjt vmpylpd km fl|i
fmpo iolpu mv vhj Umppi kzqu qu kzo nouk Q
cmhad dm vmp I spouojk, nhk O'f uhpo imh
hjdopukljd. Oaowlkmp Ijd owoprkzajt. fl|.
Amwo, imhp vtwmpQko Or).

HELP WANTED

Kappa * Kappa * Kappa ' Kappa
Congrats to Kellie Lamb for making Omicron
Delta Kappa National Leadership Honorary

RECOVERY RAP GROUP
Interested? Call Sheila at 372-2130 tor more
information. Open to all backgrounds and philosophies
Spring 94 sign-up for WOMEN'S SELFESTEEM GROUP. Meet new people, increase
self-awareness, reduoe stress, Warn new coping skills I Call Sheila or Ellen at 372 2130 tor
more information and to pre-register Deadline: 1 31-94
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!'
Ouetandlng Senior Award Nomlnatlone
ars due January 31,1994.
UAO UAO UAO
Get those creative |UK»s flowing! Enter your
design in the annual Spring Break T-Shirt
Design Conteatl RULES: ON BACK: 4
COLORS |11 "xi3") ON FRONT: 1 COLOR
LOGO (3*«3") SPRING BREAK THEME
MUST HAVE. "BOWLING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSfTY" AND "1994" ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY FRIDAY FEB. 11, 1994, 5:00PM IN
UAO OFFICE! WINNER GETS *50 A FREE
T-SHIRT, RUNNEH UP FREETSHIRTI
START DRAWING TODAYI
UAO UAO UAO
VALENTINES Cards A Gltta
can be purchased at The Little Shop
University Union, Mon - Frl 8 - 4.45

"" SPRING BREAK 04 "'*
Cancun. Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida ft Padrel
110% Lowest Price Guarantee* Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE I
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL (600)

326 7283
IBM SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
STILL AVAILABLE TASP' International le
hiring motivated etudenla to till management posMlona throughout Ohio. Earn
$7,000-$8.000 this summer while building your
resume and gaining an internship/co-op Positions are open out are filling quickly in Akron.
Canton, Sylvan.*., Maumee, Perrysburg.
Lima, and all Cleveland Suburbs Positions
are filled on a first come first qualified basis
Cail 1 -600-543-3792 to gam more information
300 SUMME R CAMP OPPORTUNITIES
in NY. PA and NEW ENGLAND, Instructors
needed tor: Tennis, Basketball. Baseball.
Hockey. Swimming/VVSlrlifeguaras, Sailing,
Water-skiing. Windsurfing, LaCrosae, Archery.
Gymnastics. Ceramics, Jewelry. Volleyball,
Soccer, Dance, Dramatics. Equestrian. Fitness, Ropes. Outdoorsmen, Piano Accompan
last. Phys Ed Majors. Nurses, Chefs, etc. Call
Arlene at: 1-600-443-64 26 nowl
AA CRUISE ANO TRAVEL EMPLOYMENT
GUIDE. EARN BIG $$$ 6 TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREE (CARIB8EAN. EUROPE. HA
WAII AND MOREI) HURRYI BUSY SPRING
AND SUMMER SEASONS RAPIDLY APPROACHING. FREE STUDENT TRAVEL
CLUB MEMBERSHIPl (019) 929-4396 EXT
C-76
Adult Services Substitute We are seeking a
qualified individual to provide on the job coaching to persons with mental retardation and developmental disabilities. Must be able to provide transportation to consumers to/from job
site. HS diploma/GED required and Ohio
driver's license. $1600/hour. Application
deadline 4:30 pm on 2/11/94. Applications
available 8 am to 4 pm at Community Employment Services 541 Peart St. Bowling Green
OHEOE.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
$2.000/month working on Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour companies World travel. Summer
& Full Time employment available No experience necessary. For more information call
1 -206*34-0468 ext C5544
S.P.P I. is looking for individuals who want to
gam management experience next summer.
Earn $6,000 to $10,000 per summer Positions
available throughout the midwest Call Jeff
Gritifh 1-60&867 1960
SALES POSITIONS FOR SUMMER
BGSU Student Publicationa is hinng NOW
For summer advertising sales jobs
Gain valuable experience while earning $$$
Interviews taking place now.
1 position is avail. for a Toledo resident
3 positions are avail, for the BG Market
Dont delay - call Toby or Colleen 2-2606

SPRING/SUMMER J08S
GJII riktitM sales exie nance
If you ire spending the summer in BG
and are looking lor a part Dme (oD
IGSU STU0ENT PUBLICATIONS has 4 openings
Employment starts in May A lasts thru June
If you need to earn money A build a resume.
Call 2-2606 or slop by 214 West Hall

WANTED: CHILD ADVOCATES
Volunteers being sought tor Wood County
Court Appointed Special Advocate Program
No experience necessary. Must be at least 21
years of age. If you are interested in helping
area abused, neglected and/or dependent
children, call either Laurie or Demse at PH*
352-3554 for further information.

Gain Valuable Satea/
Marketing Experience!
The BG News is looking for a
TOLEDO LIASON tor the 1994 95
school year.
Call Colleen 372-2606
for more information
GET AHEAD WITH EXPERIENCE!

When you
'tease"
Expected
Campus shuttle. Free Heat, Fully carpeted
Laundry facilities, 24 Hour mamtanace
Winthrop Terrace
3S2-913S
400 East Napoleon Hd

bedrm. open for next year, fum. or
jnfurn., available starling al $300/mo

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
NORTH PADRE/MUSTANG ISLAND

XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO
Congratulations to Stephanie Haubert on being
selected as Jr. Panhel Cabinet member.
XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO

-r-L-O-R-I-D-ADAYTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH
ORLANDO/WALT DISNEY WORLD
C-O-L-O-R-A-D-O

STEAMBOAT
VAIL/BEAVER CREEK
BRECKENRIDGEIKEYSTOHE
M-E-V-A.D. A

Management Inc.
Need lo take your laundry home to
Mom? 1048 N. Main St. Apts. are
nice size, 1 bdrm., unfurnished,
$300/mo. w/12 mo. lease.
Laundry facilities on premises.

LAS VEGAS
S-OU-T-H

WINE A CHEESE TASTING
Sat. 1-8 wtlh Dr. Norm Chambers
Sam B'a WINE SHOP A DELI
1068 N Main SI 154-7362

XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO
Congratulations to Shawn Rooney on being selected as the Leadership Development Representative A also to Jenni Laonak lor being selected as the Organizational Representative for
the 1994 Panhel Cabinet
XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO XO

C-A-R-0-L.-MI-A

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW
CALL TOLL FREE FOR FULL
DETAILS AND COLOR BROCHURE!

.•800'SUNCHASE

(419)353-5800
Slop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main Si. for a complete list of apts. we
have available.

FOR RENT
Male subleaser to move in ASAP
Own room, dose to campus.
Call Matt 353-7310
Metal Band seeks lead vocal and rhythm
guitar. Heavy Metasica influence. Call
363-1406 ask tor Jason or leave message.

1987 VW GT116 vahre. all options, all receipts,
excellent cond. $4,600 Sean 353-0661
1990GeoStormGSI Sspeed 38MPG
LOADED Excellent condition

One non smoking female subleaser tor Spr.
94. tISO/mo . utu Close to campus. Can
352-882S.
Roommmate needed tor Spring of '94. Close to
campus Rent negotiable Contact Joyce at
352-6687.

Apt. sale. Must sell entertainment center,
book shelves, bed, dressers, etc.
Call Teresa 352 6631

Subleaser Neededl M or F to share apt. with 2
males Own bdrm. and bath, appro* S205 per
mo. Call 352 8556
Sublease* needed 1 bdrm. apt. 318 Connsaut
1st month's rent neg. S2857mo. Next to city
park. Quiet. Call Teresa 352-6831

THREE OCEANFRONT HOTELS - ONE LOW RATE! $19.94*
BEACHCOMEROCEANFRONT INN* MAYAN INN * TREASURE ISLAND INN

Subleesers Needed Immediately.
1 or 2 male or female, for Sp. 1>4.
Call 354-8102
Wanted. Male subleaser ASAP Very cheap.
Free deposit or May rent.
Call Nerl collect (S13) 526 5553

Call 1-800-874-7420
*P" p'HOfl. t-.f nijH t.f'4 4« 4 p«i ISM, LifliMfd IDillbililf II Ikil til.

SUPER SPECIALS • SUPER SPECIALS • SUPER SPECIALS
Super Bowl Is
Sun., Jan. 30

Make Your Super Bowl Complete!

->— Also At Some Locations!

SOWINGS

$

50

11

(Also 10 - 20 - 30 Cf Orders)
Hoi. Mild or BBQ' They're Great!

Free
Delivery1
(Limited
Area)

$Q75

Brown Leather Jacket, Lrg. Hardly been worn
$120. For more information call Eric at
352-6656
Mac llsi 5/60 $600 or 5/170 $700
Exld kybd $65. Imagewnter II w/ stand
$225. Apple modem 2400 $50 352-6916
Macintosh llsi A Personal Laserprmter tor
sale. 13" display, extended keyboard, new
mouse, software included S1300/BO

353-5444

Bradner
Fostona
Grand Rapids
Perrysburg
N Baltimore

288-2069
435-8400
"32-0842
874-9192
2S7-2404

Weslon

669 4522

ROOMS AVAILABLE IN BG HOME
GRADUATE MALES PREFERRED
Sail 352 1631 or 3546701 Leave Message
Rooms for rent in Victorian house; summer, fall
A spnng semesters. Parking, kitchen, rec area
with weights A pod table. Walk to campus.
352 5817.
Sublease: 1 bedroom apt. Grad student, unfurn., vary nee Avail, immediately. Call Lisa.
354 3405. anytime, leave message.
Sublease: 1 bedroom apt at 180 S. Mam St
Newly renovated, laundry, very nice. Available
after Feb 13. Rent $275/mo. Leave message.
Ken or Minam 352-6142.

FOR RENT
1 bedroom furnished apartment tor sublease
Available Immediately. 352-5239

^1 OPEN

114 1/2 S Mam 1 bdrm.unfurn .downtomn
Washer/dryer m building, free water and
sewer. Call Newtove Rentals 352-5620. our
only office.
117 N Main - 1 bdrm. apt., unfurn. Washer/dryer in building; dishwashers. Call Newlove Rentals at 352-5620, our only office
3 bedroom apartment
Available immediately
354 6800 * We do allow pets.
353-0325' CARTY RENTALS
Now renting houses A apartments
for I994.g5 school year.
Listings available, renting fast
Office 316 E. Merry. Apt 3
Pick-up listing or we will mail.
For Rent
1/2 house: 2 bdrms. i TV/study. A bathrm. all
upstairs. Shared kitchen A laundry. Shared utii.
phone A gas. $350/mo. 352-1054. ask tor
Sieve Nice focatonw/pavklng.. avail. Feb. 15.

V♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

CIIARLESTOHW APTS.
AND

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning

History * English * Foreign Languages

UAO

UAO UAO

UAO

Nails-full set fiberglass $32.95
Balance - $17.95
- ask for Hope -

PIZZAS
99
$

You could be on
your way to
Panama City
Beach FL with

Haircuts - $9.00
Updo's - $12.00
Perms $35 -65.00
Braids - $ 12.00
High Lights $25 - 30.00

15

Additional Pizzas
Extra Items

Wo
Limn'

$5.50 Ea.
$1.00 Ea.
Good Thru 1/31/94

kft
203 N. Main, BQ

BG's Most Award Winning Pizza

Waxing: eyebrows $5.00
lips $3.50
Sign up today in
330 Union
$160 hotel only
$256 hotel & bus

Spring Break BegJnsI
UAO

UAO UAO

Tanning 13 vist for $25 & 1 free
r

/)trftfl loiith <Stilon

20 % Discount on Services w/Penny
good thru 2/21/94

call 2-2343 for
details
UAO

4)
▲

>♦♦♦♦♦ 41

Call Amy'372-5546

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 395,
Olathe.KS 66051.

♦
♦
♦
♦▲

Resident Manager 352-4380*

In only 7 weeks...

CALL 352-5166
Also Good At These Pisanello's Locations:

Heading * Writing ' Math * Science
HELP
Attention Alpha Lamda Delta members
Your TUTORING PROGRAM needs you nowl
Be a tutor for focal grade school students
With the OUTREACH PROGRAM
We need your help RIGHT AWAYI

One and Two bedroom apartments. Furnished
or Unfurnished. Available now Winthrop Terrace 352-9135

Large .-Item

Coupon Nol Needed

ORDERS OF
BREADSTICKS

Interested applicants apply in person at 1651
N Research Dr.

Now leasing
1 -2-3 bedroom apartments A houses
354 8800 ' We do allow pets

Roommates needed, male or female. New
home with washer/dryer, fireplace A LOTS OF
PRIVACY. Own key locked room, share full
size bath with 1 other person A room tor a
study Responsibility A cleanliness is a must
COLLEGE STUDENTS ONLY, could work off
rent, For more information call 354-6117.

BMW 3201.1983 black w/tan interior.
E xceilent conditon. runs great* $5000.
Call 353-3524

Call 372-2606 for detalk*•

CLERICAL
Clerical position open in our Loan Processing
Department. Must be available 4 or 5
daysAvk., 20-25 hoursAwk. Flexible, will work
around class schedules

Houses A duplexes for 1994 95school year.
12 month leases onfy, starting in May.
Steve Smith 352 8917

One bedroom apartment. 128 S. Summit for
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year.
1-267-3341

287-3762

WANTED: BCYCLE SALESPERSOM 'MECHANIC
Successful westside Cleveland bicycle dealer
seeks experienced salesperson and/or mechanic tor fuH/part-Drne work dunng summer
■■ion. Call (216)333-9155, ask tor Scott

VAULT FI LE R
Vault Filing position in the Loan Processing
Department. Resposibilities include flung incoming documents and general computer
work, Must be available Midnight to 5:00 a.m.,
2 »3 days/wk. (I0-i5hounvwh).

GREAT DEAD Spacious 2 bedroom duplex
Furnished
May to August
$350/mo.
353-6228 Gas, heat, sewer and water included^

1966 Dodge Caravan LE Loaded Power
seats,new brakes, new radiator. Excellent
condition 287-3762.

HELP

COMPUTER SORTER OPERATOR
Must be available 1 00 a.m. to 7:00 a.m., 2or 3
days/wk. (12-18 hoursAvk). Applicants should
have familiarity with data processing equipment and excellent manual dexterity.

GEORGETOWN MA NOR APTS
800-THIRD ST.
Now renting for 1994-95
(12m/sch. year) and sum "94
Fully furnished 1 BR A 2 BR Units
Excellent location Reasonable rates
Call 352 4966 or stop by
the building. 110

Houses-1 A 2 bedroom apartments.
9 month - summer • year leases
352-7454

Oat ahead with Experience!

MIDAM INFORMATION SERVICES IS SEEKING APPLICANTS FOR PART-TIME POSITIONS AT OUR OPERATIONS CENTER IN
BOWLING GREEN.

WANTED

Man.incmcnt Inc.

For Rent: 606 1/2 E. Wooeser * 2 bdrm.
apartments no more than 2 Mocks from
campus Avail, spring A fall. DAG Rentals.
267-3233.

FOR SALE

If you are interested in finding a
job in the Advert) aing/Markeong fieldGOOD LUCK WITHOUT EXPERIENCE!
But you can gain valuable experience
at The BG News
The BG News has 3 positions available
tor next year in the Advertising Depl
We are looking lor ENTHUSIASTIC,
DEDICATED, EAGERndividualS who
want to GET AHEAD)

CARTY RENTALS
Subleasing single rooms tor 2nd semester.
Cell 353-0325

Wanted: Sales Rep.For the GaveJMisc.
Magazine Must have own car. Great resume
builder. Come to 204 West Hail
lor an application

Management Inc.
Willow House, 830 4*1 St., has 1

3?0 Hm • 1 4 2 bdrm apts , free gas heat.
water, and sewer Furn close to campus. Call
Newtove Rentals. 352-5620. our only office.

HOUSE3 FOR RENT
12 mo leases May A August
Tenant pays uDirmo dep local owners.
734 Elm. 3 BR/2 bath, wash/dry, $675/Aug.
217 S College, 3 BR, $550. aval now
233W Merry, 4 BH, $675/Aug
316 Ridge, 2BR, $600/May. gas mclud.
3161/2 Ridge. 1 BR. $300, available now, gas
included.
Call 354 2854 (days) * 352 2330 (eves )

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries
Many earn $2,000 plus/mo. in canneries
or $3,000 - $6,000 pius/mo. on fishing
vessels Many employers provide room &
board and transportation Over 8.000
openings. No eiperienoe naceaeary!
Male or Female. For more information call ■
I 206-545-4155 ext AS544.
BG Family desires responsible grad school
husband/wile lo house sit A watch 3 older
children for 2 weeks. Must be available from
4:00 pm - 8 30 am (weekdays) A Sat + Sun
References Required. Salary negotiable Call
soon 353-4091 alter 5 pm for more into.

612 1/2 Seventh St.
Small one-bedroom Bungalow
refng., stove, all utilities paid
$350 call 1-474-5344

1084 S. Main St.
(Between McDonalds & Wendy's)
352-2812

■

H
■H

Swampy's Top Five
Spring Theatre Preview
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Insider

Peiffer's cool journeys...

Insider
the magazine

Hey,
Joe Me.
by Joe Pelffer

matter what. He even pre- honey. Just let me in the damn
registers. I hate George. "Would class," I was on edge.
you like me to try it for you?"
"You know no one on the other
No way Jose. No way George. end of the line can hear you," my
My testosterone was really flow- ever present roommate chided.
ing now and if I was to ever grow
Entering the proper codeword
chest hair again I must keep I found myself once again in the
plugging away. Steadfastly I strange universe called simply,
dialed again. Busy. Dammit.
"Star 90." Capt. James T. Kirk
As my finger mindlessly pres- couldn't have been more impressed the redial button, I began to sed if I put a mirror in front of

"Everyone has a roommate something like
George; He's the one with the daily planner

it's the third week of classes that he sticks to, no matter what. He even

here in the hilless city, and this
means it's time to once again
time to gather our bearings and
embark boldly into a new semester. It seems like forever ago
when I rejoined this merry institution with only six of my 18
hours actually scheduled. Hello,
Star system. Needless to say I
will someday find the computer
chic, who is responsible for the
Star voice and hang her by her
Oh-So-Polite vocal chords. "Your
limit has been exceeded," she
digitally crooned. This woman is
obviously a big, fat, sloppy short
order cook in her spare time.
"I hate you, I hate you, why
must you torment me?" I
screamed like any five-year old
who's ever lost a game of Pacman. "The computer hates me."
"No, it doesn't," my roommate
George insisted. Everyone has a
roommate something like
George; He's the one with the
daily planner that he sticks to, no

pre-registers. I hate George."
mentally compile my beginningof-the-semester list. You all know
the one I am talking about. "This
semester I will buy my textbooks
before the week prior to my midterm. I will buy my blue book
more than 10 minutes before the
exam. I will get my validation
sticker for the spring semester
anytime now." Hey... Wait a
minute. I knew I was missing
something. Three weeks into the
semester and still no validation
sticker. Some of my friends had
even gotten two of them. What
the hell is going on over there?
Just then I heard a ringing
sound.
"Please enter your social security number and the pound sign."
"Yes, yes, I know the routine

from the editors...
"Halfway through the slate
Station started to fade..."
Consenseus here at ladder is this: not much to do in this flat,
cold, windy excuse for a collegelown some 20 miles south of
Toledo (a flat. cold, windy excuse for a metropolitan area some 20
miles north of Bowling Green).
So. what do we do?
We go to bars, we go drinking, we go greek. We're still bored.
So we turn on the radio.
That's right, folks. Local radio is movin' on up. This week we
(racked down WBGU's own Jason T.Jackson, host of Tuesday
night's "After Dark" call-in talk show. Sure, you might know him
belter as the love-him-or-hate-him USG president, but student
government is one thing and radio is another. Hell, read the featyres on six and seven and you might even see Mr. Jackson In an
entirely new light.
Look around you. On page three, we've got the long-awaited return of our good friends, Trevor and Tom. You may remember
them. Matter of fact, they were blacklisted a year and a halfback by
some more conservative elements who have since moved on to allow for free speech here at Student Publications. Just the facts, bub.
Rounding things out, we got theatre, covered by our resident
cripple, Melinda C. Monhart. Word is the theatre department is a bit
milTed at some of Melinda's more honest reviews. We say, hey.
guys, she calls 'em like she sees em. We ain't the PR department.
We are ladder.
Calling out in the trenches, calling out in the trenches, all for one,
Insider for all.
-The editors.

him. I love Shatner. Oh Jesus, I'm
drifting. If I don't hurry up and
get some classes soon, I'll be here
until they finally fire the Big
Cheese from up north. We'll
come back to that later.
Meanwhile, I had managed to
maneuver my way into the add
section of the system. Luckily, I
had the page open to my first desired class. I punch in the secret
combination and... I'm IN!
EUREKA!!!! Yes, I'm the man.
I rule. I began to gyrate and
dance like I had just won the
superbowl for the Bills. (Yeah
right, Buffalo has no chance).
"Would you sit the hell down?
I'm trying to watch an old rerun
of 'Flipper'," George barked.
Neither he nor the dolphin could
dampen my glee.
I was in awe. So much so that I
discovered I had neglected to
find the proper section numbers
for the next aspired class. Where
was that Adult Film Studies
class? Oh, where was that class?
Visions of "The Sperminator"
and "Field of Reams" danced
(like sugarplums) in my head.
I could hear George snicker in
the background.

Only if I could find that blasted
class. The tension was building.
My chest hair was growing Etc.
Wait, there it is. Just as I started to punch in the magical digits,
the She-Woman interjected. "You
have exceeded the amount of errors."
The only thing left for me to do
was to sit and drink. (There goes
another one of my beginningof-the-semester vows) The drinking brought back more thoughts
of the Big Cheese. Hey C'mon
everybody, the Cheese is a pretty
cool guy. Really. I mean he might
be the Prez, but he's not God
(Has anyone ever heard of God
finishing a bottle of Rumple
Minze in one sitting?). He can't
control the temperature, so be
nice to him.
This brings me to another guy
you should be nice to. Of course,
I'm talking about Ross Perot.
Sure, he lost the debate and left
millions of Americans disillusioned. But, could it be that wc
just misunderstood him? I mean,
I could have sworn I heard a
"giant sucking sound" just last
week. Okay, admittedly, it could
have been Lorena Bobbit and the
jury foreman. Or even the surgeons draining Kerrigan's
bruised knee. But, cut the guy a
break, it's not easy being that
darn cool.
Hey look, over there, it's DeKatch and Swampy. Hey, get the
hell out of my column. I had to
promise all my friends you
wouldn't cause any trouble this
week.
Interrupted again by the faint
ringing sound of my redial at
work. I'm in again!!
Almost.
"You've exceeded the number
of calls allowed in a day; Thank
you and good bye."
I guess this blows my chance
for no class on Fridays.
Shut up George.
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Trippin' around...

20 Questions...

Tom and Trevor hit all the hottest spots in town

Meet Jim Tinker

One

by Scott DeKatch
just plain nosy
1

Jim Tinker made local
history when he became the
first University student ever
to run for the office of mayor
of Bowling Green. Prior to his
graduation in December,
1991. he served as editor of
The BG News . He is currently director of the Downtown
Business Association.

Insider
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Man's

Opinion
T

What wmt yonr motivation to stay here In Bowling Green one*
yon graduated?
/ like Bowling Green. It seemed like a logical idea to work for
Downtown.
Which was more rewarding, the experience yoa gained working
on an Independent college paper or running for mayor?
Definitely journalism. It was over a longer period of time. That's
what I came here to learn.
What was (he single, coolest aspect of the recent Black Swamp
Arts Festival?
/ was standing by the weenie wagon and about 20 or 30 Scotsmen
wearing kilts marched by.
What drives yoa to keep ap yonr level of crcattvtty and success
at the DBA?
The unemployment line.
Old Star Trek or the Neat Generation?
/ hardly watch either one of them at all.
Dallas or Buffalo?
The Bills. Anybody playing Dallas is who I want to win.
What are the most frightening things yon can Imagine?
Snakes, rats and weddings.
Who la the sexiest member of the BG NEWS staff?
Colleen Whitman.
When you were growing up In Springfield, who were your
heroes?
Bob Seger. Johnny Bench. Elvis and John Kenneth Galbrailh.
JMn' Ivan or Swampy?
Swampy.
Why hasn't the DBA proposed converting the Cla-Zcl Into an
Agora-Ukc rock theatre?
Money.
When wlQ downtown be everything the DBA envisions for It.
/ think by the end of this year it will be clear what we' ve done. I really don't know if we'II ever gel what we envision.
If you were picked to be a guest on a late-night talk show, what
anecdote would you share with the country?
The one about my grandmother dating Jonathan Winters.
Your favorite book.
Reinventing Government, by David Osborne and Ted Gaebler.
If you could go back In time and redo any three things to your
life, what would they be?
Never try Tequila, try out for the football team in high school and I
wouldn't have gone to Howard'son a weeknighl.
If you needed advice, who would yoa ask?
Wes Hoffman. He puts things into perspective and he tells a good
story.
Did Lee Harvey Oswald act alone?
No way. Louisiana Mafia. Carlos Marcello.
What la one thing most people don't know about yoa?
That most of all I'd like to be an inventor.
There's nothing to do tonight. What win yoa do?
Play Scrabble. Or poker.
If you'd been elected In 1991, what would Bowling Green be
like?
Perhaps more enthusiasm and a more coordinated idea of what the
public would like to move forward with.
Wen, that's It. Take It easy
See you out.

by Tom and Trevor
Hey, it's the return of the original
two man/one mind column. We
have been gone for so long many
of you probably don't remember
us (O.K.. all of you). We were banished, never to return, by a former
editorial staff (.Editor's note: Tom
and Trevor weren't exactly banished
by an entire staff, it was more like
two disgruntled staffers who have
since moved on. We remember the
whole thing) (Credo: we're spineless, but we have great resumes!|
for offending great hordes of senile
grandparents.
Having escaped the Federal Cynicism Detention Center where we
were so unjustly incarcerated, we
have returned to this fair aty with a
brand new appreciation of all that it
has to offer. In this spirit, we
thought we would like to sound off
about a few of our favorite things.
Raindrops on roses, and whiskers
on kittens
Bright copper kettles and warm
woolen mittens
Seriously though, there are quite
a few things about this town that
are pretty cool. Granted, we are sitting out here in a god-forsaken
cornfield with wind that Just wont
stop and winters that do the arctic
circle Justice Oust ask Iron Paul, he
was in last year's Iditarod. took
second), with nothing but 1-75 and
Wood County Cable to connect us
to the rest of the universe, but
things ain't all bad.

red velvet seats and a stage, try
and beat that.
Next, stop in for some outstanding dog-nuts and a big cup o'Joe at
Hotel Lobby Doughnuts. O.K., this
is really on the list because Tom
has a brass lamp fetish, but they
really are good doughnuts.

"Granted, we are
sitting out here in a
god-forsaken
cornfield with wind
that just won't stop
and winters that do
the arctic circle
justice (Just ask Iron
Paul, he was in last
year's Iditarod, took
second)."
If you're in the mood for something more than doughnuts, go to
Trotter's, and bringlotsof money.
Eat anything and everything on the
menu and fork over whatever they
ask for, it's worth it. Hey. Trotter's,
how about some free grub in return for the plug?
Speaking of plugs, how about
John Bobbin? We planned on naming Mr. B as our Weeniefjess) of the
Century, but after being named in a
paternity suit he has now earned

our grudging respect. He is now
the winner of our "Takes a lickin
and keeps on tlcWn" award. We
thought that perhaps he could
claim he was not with his penis at
the time of the coupling, sort of a
"Temporary Eunlchity" plea.
Back to cool places, the Parking
and Traffic Office, wait who are we
kidding? What kind of power trip is
it to ride around in those little glorified golf carts handing out twentyfive dollar tickets for parking in an
empty faculty lot for two minutes?
First up. the Clazel is just damn
For those of you who may be
cool. Any place that held up a mov- new to this burg. If you ever get
ie for ten minutes just because they potted, slammed, shnockered. blitknew we were going to be late is
zed, bombed or otherwise drunk
automatically skyrocketed to the
while in the downtown area, hit the
top of our cool list. Cheap movies Corner Grill for some piping hot
in a real theatre atmosphere with
tater boys. For old fashioned,

diner-style crappy food and service, this dive can't be beat. We ab
solutely love it! And remember.
Farmers and Mexicans eat for four
bucks. We're not making that up.
it's on their menu board.
Looking for some more physical
activity? Try Bill's Hill. If you don't
know which hill that is, stop read
ing right now and seek professional
counseling, you're on LSD, because it's the only damn hill in the
city. And don't worry, if your body
parts freeze and fall off, we have
the technology to reattach them
(see plug section above) Just remember, don't aim for the fence.
For the best Pizza in town, drop
by Myle's Pizza Pub. and not just
because Trevor spends every blessed Saturday there making your
freaking cheesebread until four in
the morning while you go out and
get the munchies. Actual simulated
fictional Myle's phone conversation
at 2:59 a.m.:
"Myle's Pizza..."

"Cannnghth ejheihlh for
aoejhh."
"And what would you like on
that?"
"firhgoan noaohiem anuieunbai."
"Name?"
"Some call me ...Tim."
Few of you realize that the first
thing all Myle's employee's are aole
to take all orders, even those spoken in tongues.
If you would like some more entertainment type stuff, rent something from Video Spectrum. They
are more than Just the best porno
rental place in town, they have
BG's biggest selection of Bugs
Bunny cartoons ("You might Rabbit, you might"). No Wddin.
That's all for this week, folks. So
take our tips and live by 'em, but
don't call us if you happen to get
thrown out of the Comer Grill for
being drunk and disorderly with
persistence. See y'all in the Blotter
kids.
Tom Kitchen and Trevor Gray
want everyone to know that the
whole connection with Heidi Fleiss
was blown way out of proportion.
They don't even own a waffle iron.

CHEESE
W MEAT
WESTERN
MEXCAN OR FARMERS

235
325
375
410
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Ilnaidex
court appearance in the future.
That's right, folks. We at "Rock
Gossip" hold it through the grapevine.
In other local news. Giraffe Boy
have been distributing a six-song
demo just about everywhere.
Christian Brandt of the band describes the songs as "catchy and
low-fi." while Dave Smith of local
industrial heavies Cotton Mather
says, "It rocks the house."
And In the pity party department.
LEFT OF THE DIAL...
Gone Daddy Ftach have reSweaty Whiskers bassist Joe Kelsoe
has gone broke. "1 don't have a
cently released a single on Off
White records. "Hope That You Gel job," he told us. Not to worry,
though. To counter his recent povWhere You're Wanlin' To Go."
erty, Joe plans to run up his credit
backed with a cover of local rock
card until he can't run H up any
od gone Chicago Paul Johnson's
"Wonderful Time." Go out and buy more.
H. Now.
WHAT SWAMPY LISTENS TO
In further Finch news, word on
the street is bassist/vocalist Eric
"Frank Sinatra. "Luck Be a
Winger (that's right, folks, he plays
Lady." At Trotters Tavern.
bass, handles some of the vocals
Whenever they'll play H for me. I
and is NOT the president, CEO or
King of Off White records - goes to LOVE the chairman of the board.
Class, folks. That's what its all
show, count on Inaldcr to dear
things up for you) will be making a about. There is only one..."

ROCK GOSHP FROM
THE BUCK SWAMP

BABY, WHY DON'T WE...
TONIGHT: Chicago Rhythm anc
Blues at Easy Street, "no comment" from Howard's and The JinWes at Club 21. SATURDAY: Acous
tic Hoaka at Easy Street."No comment" again at Howard's, Love
Junkie at Club 21. MONDAYJazz
night at Easy Street. TUESDAYOpen Mike at Easy Street.
WEDNESDAY: Ras Bonghi at Easy
Street. Groove Master at Tuxedo
Junction. THURSDAY: "no comment" once again playing at Howards, Friars Pointe at Tuxedo June
tion. Rivermen at Easy Street, and
Suddenly My Darting at Club 21.

VIDEOCONNECTION

SUPERSTORE
1107 SOUTH MAIN AT GYPSY LANE 353-6759

•pen 7 days a week 9:am til midnight

Run out and snag...
Bltly Pilgrim
billy pilgrim
Atlantic Records
I normally discard the free stuff
record companies send me. Most
of it's too bad to fathom. However,
I noticed this was recorded in Atlanta. "Atlanta," 1 thought. "Cool
dubs, Drivin' and Gym. proximous to Athens."
So I gave it a listen. It was good.
That is. if you can get into mellow, folky stuff in the vein of Indigo
Girls. As a matter of fact. Indigo Girl
Emily Sailers lends her talent to
pans of the album and the songwriting mood seems quite Indigo.
What sets this album apan is the
honesty with which the songs are
presented. While the Indigoes will
go on and on with allusions to
darkness and light, dead explorers
and stupid, boring hippie shit. Billy
Pilgrim tells it like it is. much like
vintage Jim Croce. but meaner and
more isolated. Or Kurt Cobain. but

'KaCeicCoscope
Astrology, Tarots, &
I'alm Readings
by Appt.

B.G.'s largest selection
of new video releases,

CHIL DRENOFTHECORN

b-movies and foreign
films

Dream catchers. Candles,
Hath Salts, Oils, Crystals,
Jewelry, Books, & More

The Final Sacrifice
"...Better than
the original"
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LoveJones
Here's lo the lasers
Zoo Records
Any band that calls Pearl Jam
"The Kansas of the 90s." and then
proceeds to do "Carry on my
Wayward Son," ala Vedder is just
plain cool. Don't get me wrong. I
don't hate the anti-media, media
dollbabies I just think it's good for
someone to evaluate the megabands standing once in a while.
It's safe to call the Love Jones the
best lounge/vaudeville act ever to
be signed to Zoo recods. They're
latest release "Here's to the Losers"
is prime doo wap. The Love Jones
list their members as Buddy Arnold
on Saxes. Mark Flanagan on trumpet andjon Brion on keyboard and
something they call "vibes." What,
no guitar or drums?
Questioning everything thai is
popular music The Love Jones
shun the alternatrve/acoustic/heavy/house music
that seems to be blaring from every
"hip" nose-ringed man's car. The
Love Jones dare to ask the question. "Is the guy cool because he
has a nosering and listens to the
music or is the nosering and music
just cool."
My personal favorite track is one
entitled simply. "I like young girts."
The lyrics speak for themselves.
"Peaches turn brown/ Milk and
honey... dew/1 like young girls. I
like to see them on the beach."
At the end of the album the band
thanks all the animals at the LousviUe Zoo. Look for and "I like young
antelopes." to come on the next
album.
Joe Peiffer

M -Thur II -6p.m.
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unplugged and uncorked. Or
Leonard Cohen, but interesting.
About as close as music gets to
poetry.
Good stuff. Call me. Ill dub it for
you.
Scou DeKatch
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EVERYDAY IS PAY DAY WHEN YOU
DRIVE FOR
PAPA JOHN'S
One of America's fastest-grow delivery and carryout pizza
companies is growing fast in your area. too. So we need more
pizza delivery drivers. Check these advantages:
• Earn up to S10 an hour
• Get paid IN CASH every night for mileage
• Flexible hours
• Fun environment
• Opportunity for advancement
Drivers must be 18 or older, have dependable safe vehicle,
satisfactory driving record and proof of insurance.

Stop in at 826 South Main (Next to Big Lots)
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Washington shines at cinema

by Michael Slebenaler
sneakin' in the movies
After winning an NAACP Image
Award and an Oscar nomination
for his role InMalcolm X, Denzel
Washington gives the box office the
old one-two punch by simultanc
ously appearing In Philadelphia and
The Pelican Brief .
"So lei's talk about what this case
is really about... the general public's
haired, our loathing... /we're afraid
of] anyone who has AIDS and we
want to get it and anyone with it as
far away from us as possible.''
These quotes have helped make
Denzel Washington sink his teeth
Into a powerful role In Philadelphia.
Tom Hanks plays lawyer Andrew
Beckett, with emotion and realism.
Denzel Washington plays the funny
homophobic lawyer named Joe
Mffler. Together Beckett and Miller
represent different sides of the
AIDS issue, but both men combine
together to fight for justice. When
Beckett gets fired by his boss. Andrew Wheeler (coldly played by Jason Robards). because he has
AIDS, he turns to Miller to represent him in court to win a unfair
termination suit. Mary Steenburgen
represents Wheeler and his firm as

the cold, rigid defense attorney. Antonio Banderas plays Hanks partner well and acts well among
Hanks and Washington.
Demme does a great job using
the camera to express sensitive
feelings of the characters. He uses
extensive close-ups and tracking
shots to take the audience on an
emotional roller coaster from beginning to end. The beginning part
of the plot breaks up because of
some necessary time lapses, but
the story really picks up by the end
of the film. You may even find
yourself cheering at the end.
The movie uses a lot of familar
comedy and drama to present a
subject that that has never been
filmatically seen at this level. Demme could have made a risker
movie (he lightly contemplated
making Beckett and Miller more involved with each other), but took a
Hollywood approach to reach a
wider audience. Look for the emotionally intense opera scene and
great courtroom dramatics to highlight the film.
1 strongly recommend Philadelphia for the groundbreaking depiction of the realities of AIDS with the
support of two outstanding actors.
The superstar status of Washington
and Hanks helps the film reach a
larger range of people who have
not been adequately exposed to
this subject matter.
Demme makes a constant effort
to keep the audience comfortable
with the topics being discussed by
eliminating any graphic death
scenes or intimate relationships between Hanks and Banderas and he
uses a simple dear cut method to
easily convey the Issue of AIDS.
Philadelphia teaches the audience
the real lessons of AIDS while en-

Julia Roberts and Denzel Washington in a scene from
tertalning everyone with comedy, preme Court Justices written by
drama, thrills, and courtroom bat- Darby Shaw, a law student In New
tles.
Orleans. Washington and Roberts
have a great supporting cast includLook for Oscar nominations to
go to Demme and Hanks, who lost ing Sam Sheppard, Darbys profes30 pounds for his role. Washington sor, Robert Gulp, The President,
TonyGoldwyn. the President's
truly deserves a nomination, but
the Academy hasn't rewarded the chief advisor, and a superb John
Uthgow as Grantham s boss.
secondary main actor in the past
The storyline concentrates on
(remember Ftainman and AwakenDarby for the first pan of the film
ings?).
then brings in Grantham when he
In The Pelican Brief. Denzel
Washington plays a Washington
discovers the Importance of her
document. The Pelican Brief. They
D.C. newspaper reporter. Gray
Grantham, who discovers a docu- eventually become part of a comment explaining the plot behind the plicated web of deception and
recent assassination of two Sudanger. Everyone Darby has told

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
TICKETED EVENTS
SAT / JAN 29 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HAU IS)
FS: MARIAN MCPARTIAND
MON / JAN 31 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HAU ($)
GUEST ARTISTS: LUTHER COLLEGE NORDIC CHOIR /
WESTON NOBLE, CONDUCTOR

FREI EVENTS
FRI / JAN 28 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HAU
GUEST ARTIST: JEFF HELLMER, JAZZ PIANIST
SUN / JAN 30 / 2 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HAU
FAS: ROGER B. SCHUPP, PERCUSSION
WED / FEB 2 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HAU
FAS: FACULTY COMPOSERS' FORUM
FAS: FACULTY ARTIST SERIES
FS: FESTIVAL SERIES
(SI TICKETS REQUIRED - CONTACT THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT 372-8171

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER

about the paper has died, but Gran
tham "takes his chances" to get his
story and help Darby escape from
a mass of assassins and hired
hoods.
The story moves fast within the
last half of its 2 hour and 20 minute
length, so If you want to keep up,
don't get caught sleeping. Alan I
Pakula feels right at home directing
familar sequences in Washington.
D.C. (Tic shot in All the President's
Men. The sporadic scene changes,
the President's office. Washington
D.C. and New Orleans, and Wash
ington and Robert's performance
keep the film exciting.

AVAILABLE IN EVERY
ROOM ON CAMPUS!

THIS WEEK AT THE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CAU THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTLINE AT 372-8888

The Pelican Brief.'

ONLY $99 FOR
INSTALLATION & BASIC
SERVICE THROUGH END
OF SCHOOL YEAR
Call now and ask about
special student promotions

HBO EUMlEfflJ'
118 North Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-352-8424

5BGSU
CHANNELS
Office Hours:
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m
Monday - Friday
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After Dark is an oasis
in BG talk radio desert

Not a USG meeting.

by Scott DeKatch

Local show gets
set for big time
after three-year
stint as on-air
favorite
Scott
DeKatch, Insider
editor-in-chief,
talks to Jason
Jackson and Phil
Wentzel, co-hosts
of "After Dark,"
Northwest Ohio's
hippest radio talk
show, and finds
out the result of
such a
collaboration is a
well-produced,
much needed
media event in a
region hungry for
talk radio.

swjutrrsTorHVE

MOMENTS numo.

l.To«KUIa.*rt NakedThat's right. everyone. Our
very own Ward One councilman. Todd Neismit, took It
aD off on WFAL's Big Hatty
Posse" radio show. Well, we
got hold of the tape. The ensuing conversation went
something like.
Posse: Cmon Todd. Melendez demonstrated recfis
Hiding wtth a fruit Juice Wen
der. Ya gotta show us some
thing If you want II.

radio radio

If you're a student at the University, and you grew up. oh. anywhere but Northwest Ohio, and
you tune into the local radio thing,
you might feel like something's
missing. Let's see. you've got two
alternative stations, plenty of pop.
some oldies, way too much bad
AOR (if I hear "Show Me the Way"
again III climb to the top of Jerome
library with a deer rifle and start
taking potshots at every third person), maybe a Pistons game and
some country and western (if I
hear "Friends in Low Places'' again
I'll walk into Mark's Pizza Pub with
a sawed off shotgun and the Falcons will have to forfeit the remainder of the hockey season).
Wait a minute. It's 11:30 p.m..
where the Hell is Larry King, you
ask yourself. What kind of two bit
part of the country is this that
doesn't even carry the Larry King
Show? Sure, they've got talk in Detroit, but you'd need an antenna
built by NASA to tune that in.
Relax. If you, too, suffer from
talk radio withdrawal, tune into
WBGU. 88.1 FM. Tuesday nights at
10, for "After Dark." with Jason
Jackson and Phil Wentzel. Yes.
that's Jason Jackson. USG president. It's also Phil Wentzel. USG
senator. I thought I told you to relax. If you were new to the area (or
had been hibernating for the last
few years) and tuned into the hourlong call-in talk show, you'd have
no idea it was being put out by student government bigwigs at all.
Neismit. Uh... I don't
know.
Posse: Quite frankly,
Todd, If you get naked on
our show with us, we can't
see how you could lose.
Weismit: Well, okay (that
was easy).
Posse: Good Now that
you've disrobed, we have a
couple of questions for you.
You were in the Gulf War
right?
KJelsmit: (Nonchalantly)
Yeah. I was in 'The Storm.'
Posse: What did you do
over there Todd?
Neismit: 1 was a photojournalist.
Posse: So... you took pictures. Ever kill a man Todd?
WeismH: Uh. no.
Posse: Ever even see a
man killed. Todd?
Neismit: Uh. no. (Changing the subject) After a while
over there you start to miss
those porcelain toillet seats.
Posse: WHAT?
Neismit. Yeah, aD we had

In it's third year (not counting a
one-year hiatus) on the air and it's
second year on WBGU, "After
Dark" has been developing with
lightning speed. Consensus is the
show's quality has Improved in its
years.
"If our friends stop calling and
we get people we don't know calling, then I think it's improved,"
Jackson says. "A guy the other day
said hey. you're on Alter Dark.' He
recognized me from my voice."
Jackson cites the large talk radio
scene in his hometown of Gncin
nati as the influence behind "Alter
Dark."
"Talk is the number one radio
format in Cincinnati."Jackson says,
naming WLW, AM 700s long list of
talk standouts, including Mike
McConnefl, Bill Cunningham and
NBC sports guru Bob Trumpy.
They're personalities. We spent
the formative years of our lives
listening to them."
"What we do is try to stay topical.'Jackson adds. "We never try
to snowball our guests, but we
don't throw them any softballs
either."
"We try to keep it pretty timely,"
Wentzel agrees.
But doesn't Jackson's status as a
campus leader come into play
when it comes to asking a more
controversial question like. oh. asking University police where they
were when several shots were fired
after a date party?
"Yes." he admits. "Phil'sjob is to
take it further when I can't. I try my

I
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't /
Jason Jackson, left, and Phil Wentzel, right, take a break durll
their call-In talk show, "After Dark," to pose for Elizabeth Snidel
all-revealing camera. The show Is in its third year of product]

See AFTERDARK, page right.
was wood so you kind of
had to sit right down on the
wood and wiggle around until It felt right.
Posse: Todd. how do you
feel about gays in the military?
2. WBGU acqatre* aadlo
footage of the 1993 Ward
Oaa Debate fireworks Well. I'm not too sure this
was actual footage (they
don't allow Swamp Monsters inside most public
places, not even friendly
ones). The alleged scuttle
between then-first ward
councilman Scott Ziance and
candidate Sam Melendez
went like this:
Ziance: Did you order the
code red?
Moderator: You don't have
to answer that question.
Melendez: tl answer H.
You want to know?
Ziance: I want the truth.
Melendez: YOU CANT

HANDLE THE TRUTH.

Ziance: (even huffier than
before) DID YOU ORDER
THE CODE RED?!?!
Melendez: You're God
damned right I did.
Like I said, I wasn't there.
Heard it on the radio.
3. FDJt'a Rreaid* chats —
Hey, why not?
4. The Geatrp rebate
"Keep oa Dancin" - Now,
you've got to realize I heard
this from my brother.
Hackie. the other friendly
Black Swamp monster, and
he's not the most reliable
source. According to the story, this DJ somewhere in
Memphis was playing this
song for the first time and.
well, nature called. Since the
play time was about four
minutes he figured he had
time to. uh, pinch a quick
one. To his surprise, the record stopped playing early,
so he got nervous. Surprise,
Mr. DJ. The song had a fake
ending!

5. T»« Editor ud the Pre.
oa the Shark - Everyone
knows there's no love lost
between USG heavies and
our beloved sister publication (you know, that
newspaper the REAL THING
comes wrapped In every Friday). So Jason Jackson (see
cover story) has BGMews
etfltor-m-chlef Nrk "The
Terminator" PaveUch as a
guest on his talk show. They
deride Paid Olscamp. They
ds previous Hewi management. A fellow staffer
calls to brown-nose Nrk. Ratings soar. Beauty, eh?

m
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Jackson may hit big time
on small screen in Cincy
by Joe Pelffer
He's also handsome
Ladies and genllenwn. it's lime for Jason'/'. Jackson. The
crowd goes wild Women are throwing their underwear (lie's
downright handsome). The man you know as the USG superstar and ratlio wonderhoy is going primetime. This man has
quite frankly outgrown our little burg and he's ready for the
big time in Cincy.
Jason is packing his radio bags and heading for the small
screen in the River Gty Jackson and his radio partner, Phil
Wenlzel, along with local TV cutie Heather Patterson are in
the process of filming two pilot episodes of "After Dark s TV style."

"We will go anywhere people
will watch us. It's not the area
we're concerned with. We just
want a shot at the big time."
Heather Patterson
For those erf" you who are familiar with Jackson and
Wentzel's radio program, look for a few changes in the "After Dark" format.
"1 want this show to be total entertainment. A topical
show is okay for radio, out it's come to a point where it is
very passe for TV to do a topical show. "Jackson com
ments.
and Jackson and Wenlzel soon will shool a pilot of "After Dark"
for a potential spot as a local call-In show In their hometown of
Cincinnati.

The musical entertainment for the pilot program will include local favorites The Twistoffs and a house jazz band
from Cincinnati.
The "After Dark" express is selling some pretty high
goals for itself.

i*

Love,
the posse
by Brian D'Aureiio
Posse man
About two months ago, THE
BIG HAIRY POSSE would never
have considered scrolling our
thoughts in Insider. But last week,
they had the balls to print the F-word
in Iheir publication, so we had to be a
part of it. In fact. Insider has now
taken over from Wotmoi Horns
Journal as our favorite thing to read
(besides of course our own newsletter). "Is it legal?" you ask for us to
stray from our airwaves and play
around in this sandbox of print? Who
cares, all we know is these guys printed the F-word last week, and we think
that's pretty neat.
Things with the radio show have
been sailing along handsomely. Last

But that's not the only change. Jackson said.
"[It's] going to look much better; I'm going to dress up
more."

week's show was entitled "Don't be
angry with Paul, it's the weather you
should be mad at." After we were in
formed that Paul was "in a meeting"
and unable to talk with us, however,
the show changed its theme to "Screw
it. Pauls a jerk." We then strolled over
to McFall Center and propped the
outer doors open ... that showed him.
Later in the show, we called
Hot'N'Now and tried (o convince the
manager to make us a burger without
pickles ... He wouldn't do it. Try it
sometime, it's a hoot. Unfortunately,
you won't be able to do it for a while,
being in that Hot'N'Now has temporarity closed Hs doors ... surprising in
light of the fact the cooked animal industry has been booming as of late.
Since Insider has given us this opportunity to say what we want, we
would like to send a heartfelt message
out to all the Insider faithful. "Hi
guys, whats up?" There, we don't
pour our hearts out often, but when
we do ... it's pretty touching. Speaking
of touching... well... nevermind.
Another major breaking news story
(besides the Hot'N'Now disaster) is
the malfunctioning of one of The University's major computer systems. Yes
folks, we regret to inform you thai ...
Gleek broke his Atari. If you know any

Intelevision repair men. we're interested. Until then, the melodic bass line
of Asteroids will not be eminaling
from Gleek's room.
Another disturbing item in the news
is this whole Michael Jackson thing.
We think it's ridiculous a person can
buy his freedom just because he's
famous and has money. It's also not
right that the American public wiD
never know that he was in fact guilty
yes. that's right. Guflty as sin. How
do we know this you ask? Well, the
Friendly Fellow sort of had a run in
with the superstar a few years back
and...trust me. Mike's guilty (It has to
do with the "touching" I eluded to earlier).
As for this whole Tonya Harding
thing, we're enjoying it just as much
as the next person. Pretty sad such a
talented young woman would resort
to violence involving a crowbar. It's
just not representative of the American
way. A good catfight, however, would
have been fine. Hair clenched in fingers and skate blades flying is a bonus
in our book. It would have never gotten that far though, because Scott
Hamilton probably would have done a
triple axle into them to break H up.
In other important news, Martina
Navraiilova went undefeated for the

Over the years. H seems Jackson has developed more
than a couple of contacts at the station.
"I've interned at WCPO since the day after I graduated
from high school The program director actually graduated
from Bowling Green back in 1980,'Jason says.
All nepotism aside, Jackson knows there is a lot of work
to be done in order to get the program ofTthe ground. He
has to assemble a staff, get the studio, wrile the show and
then actually shoot it All this by the end of February
"Time could be a big problem at this point." says
Heather Patlerson, Jackson's assistant. "But. we're pretty
much on schedule "Jackson feels the river city is an ideal
place to set up his variety show.
"We hope to tap into the resouces that are around Oncinaiti I mean funny people just live all over Cincinatli "
(We know what you mean Jay. just try and attend a Mapplelhorpe exhibit)
"I want lobe 'Regis and Kathy Lee' only... betler. We
wanl to be Arsenio only ... with more long-term success
We want tobeDave(LettermunlonIy .. with more diversity."
I want to be Jason Jackson only.. without the mustache
Qust kidding. Jason - I'm merely jealous because I can't
yet grow facial hair)
The program should have high goals, seeing as it's actu
airy the culmination of a dream Jackson's had ever since
he was 15 or 16 years old
"I've really wanted to do this since I was a freshman or
sophomore in high school. Ever since Arsenio made his
big debut back in 88 or '89."Jackson says.
The station "After Dark-TV' is targeting is WCPO. the
CBS affiliate in Cincinnati.
If the big wigs down at CPO don't dig the hippest talk
show hosts this side of Jerry Springer, then Afterdark-TV is
prepared (o hawk its wears elsewhere.
"I said we'd put effort into CPO first. But. I really feel we
have some quality stuff It will essentially be one man's
decision whether the program will see the air or not." says
Jackson

"We will go anywhere people will watch us." Heather
says. "It's not the area we're concerned with We just wart
a shot at the big time "
For those of you who are interested
in helping out with the project the
pasl two weeks. Of course, she also group wiD be meeting Sunday at 4:30
didn't have any matches. Rumor has it on the second floor of the student seraround here that Martina is going to vices building.
teach Harding a lesson with a few
"I hope everyone that's interested
tennis baDs and a tightly strung alucomes out to hear the wonderful inminum raquet. We. of course, support foiTnation we wiD be spieling forth."
any move Martina makes, her being Jackson says
our favorite sports star. We're looking
For those of you who are just too
forward to the left-hander taking up a damn lazy to work on the show Jason
few matches in the near future ... •til has a place for you (He truefy is a
whether they be on or off the court.
man of all people).
"We're going to be filming the pilots
One more important 'news note' of
in West hall studios on February 18
concern to us: as of late, we have noand 19. It's going to be a tight fit so we
ticed a disturbing decrease in the
hope to have people hanging off of the
amount of public urination and masrafters." Jackson says.
turbation reports in the police blotter.
The goal of "After Dark" is "to reach
Perhaps the cold weather has had
the largest possible audience, generate
something to do with this ... or maybe
advertising dollars and. of course, have
the BobbH acquittal. Whatever the
a good time." the lovely Heather adds.
reason, we hope to see more people
expressing themselves in the future.
This drastic decrease, along with the
lack of Navratilova matches, has shattered some of our favorite material to
make fun of. Then again, there's still
those Greek activation poems in the
classifieds. I guess well be fine
"The Big Hairy Posse" show is making yet another improvement. Starling in
a few weeks, the show will be shown on
BG Public Access Cable channel 24.
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Play-going good times Wallers
j &
&&
"Waltz"
to continue in 94
familiar
Breakfast Anytime, The Wiz are early highlights
(Steve) and William Ian Auld, a
senior theatre major from Silver
Lake (Trevor).
"Breakfast Anytime" is the first of
several plays that Bunzli has written to be produced on campus.

ductions this semester. First. "The
Wiz", written by Frank Baum, book
by William F. Brown, with music
and lyrics by Charles Small, runs
Feb. 23-26 (8 p.m.Jand Feb. 27 (2
p.m.). This show is directed by
Lundeana Thomas. The second
mainstage show will be "1 Hate
Hamlet", written by Paul Rudnik
"Both Steve and
and directed by Norman Myers,
Janet define
April 20-23 (8 p.m.) and 24 (2
themselves in their
p.m.).
Found on the first floor of UnibyMellndaC. Monhart
careers by how they
versity Hall is the Joe E. Brown
honest critic
speak. When they
Theatre. Wendy Wasserstein's "The
Heidi Chronides", directed by
Once again, it is time to pull back meet, their words, as
Diane Rao. runs Feb. 9-12 (8 p.m.)
the curtain and bring up the lights
much
as
themselves,
and Feb. 13 (2 p.m.). "Under Milk
as the University Theatre DepartWood", written by Dylan Thomas
collide"
ment opens the second half of the
and directed by Brian! Lee, takes
season with "Breakfast Anytime."
--Jim
Bunzli,
the stage March 9-12 (8 p.m.) and
Written byjim Bunzli, who is curauthor of 'Breakfast March 13 (2 p.m.). Last but not
rently working towards a Ph.D in
least, is the children's show
theatre, this original script is also
Anytime'
"Shlemeil & Shlimazel: Yiddish
the first Elsewhere production of
Folk Tales". Adapted and directed
the semester. The romantic relationship betweenjanet. a high
"Both Steve and Janet define them- by F. Scott Regan, this production
runs April 8-9 at 7:30 p.m.
school English teacher, and Steve,
selves in their careers by how they
The Elsewhere production of the
a struggling comedian, is explored
speak. When they meet, their
"One Act Play Festival '94" will be
in this play. Follow Janet and Steve words, as much as themselves,
seen on April 13-16(8 p.m ) in 111
collide," Bunzli said.
through three months of dating as
South Hall. There is a $2 general
This half of the theatre season is
they progress through their refilled with plays different even from admission and no reserved seating
lationship.
for any of the shows due to the limDirected by Kathryn Schimmel. a last semester, according to Marited seating.
garet McCubbin, costume designer
graduate student in theatre,
Single Ticket Prices for the Eva
"Breakfast Anytime" runs Feb. 2-4 and production coordinator for the
Marie Saint Theatre are $6 adult
(8 p.m.) and Feb. 5 (2 & 8 p.m.) in University Theatre Department.
and $4 student/senior citizen. At
"Its a real mixed bag," McCub411 South Hall. The cast includes:
the Joe E. Brown Theatre all tickets
bin said.
Carrie Sternot. a senior telecomare $3. For reservations call the
The Eva Marie Saint Theatre, lomunications major from Eastlake
Box Office 372-2719, or theatre of(Janet); Jeff Bond, a senior creative cated on the second floor of Unifice at 372-2222.
versity Hall, is home to two prowriting major from Defiance
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THE THREE

MUSKETEERS
Ml FOR ONE \ND ONE FOR ALL
Charlie Shrcn
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m
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MALICE, *-»-'
SorsFtD 11 tlyGiir
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260

AFTERDARK
Continued from page >i«.
best not to pull punches."
The show's success has paid off
in one way, at least. Jackson and
Wentzel soon will be shooting a pilot for a local television talk show in
Cincinnati (see page seven).
"We enjoy doing it." Wentzel
says. "I think ft's gotten better. I've
learned there are a lot of different
people out there."
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Robert JUM Waller
-Slow Wain In Cedar Band"
Warner Boofca/S 16 05
The vtvkDy romantic middle-aged
love story (Hat captured the hearts of
millions has been duplicated and renamed. "Slow Waltz in Cedar Bend" is
author Robert James Waller's second
attempt at a best seller. You may remember The Bridges of Madison
County?" It was a wonderful tale of
lust, love and sacrifice. A man who
lived the majority of his fife alone falls
madly tn love with a quiet and reserved married woman. Their love is
passionate and it feels as if H should
never end. but it does. They sacrifice
their feelings towards each other for
her children's well being.
Everyone I know read "Bridges" in
one sitting. 1 too found myself at the
beach one summer one afternoon
engulfed in the love affair of National
Geographic photographer. Robert Nncaki and Fraricesca This book well
deserved aO its acclaim and the 1993
Abby Award. The same Is not true,
however, for 'Slow Waltz."
This is the story of a middle aged
college professor who falls in love with
one of his coOueges wifes A love affair
begins and then one of the characters
leaves. Sound familiar? There are
marry similarities between Waller's
books that It's almost annoying. Both
tales are about middle aged lovers
whose affairs are passionarte and
interupted by others. Both books take
the reader to foreign lands and the
characters feelings are convincing, but
these novels are Just too much alike.
KncaJd's character is even mentioned
In "Slow Waltz in Cedar Bend." It
seemed Bke a cry for help from the author aaylng."PLEASE FINISH THIS
BOOK...THE ENDING IS DIFFERENT.
I PROMISE.REMEMBER ROBERT??
HE'D WANT YOU TO READ ON
PLEASE. PLEASEJ'LEASE DONT PUT
THE BOOK DOWN."
Alright, maybe I'm being a Bttle
rough on WaDer. its a pretty decent
story. I mean this guy follows her to
India and spends days and weeks
searching for her. and... well I guess
youH have to read H yourself. You can
pick I up at any book store. I'm sure
its a best seller. All the people who fell
in love with his first novel were probabry waiting for this book to hit the
shelves.
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n LISTINGS:
DAYTIMEMORNING
5:00

O

e
CD
19

Business

5:30
Am Journal

Home Shopping Spree

CBS News

News

Newsy

| NBC News

m

Sign-Ofl Corn d
Sign OH Cont'd

H3
©

|Newsy

ABC News

7:00

7:30

9:00

8:30

9:30

10:30

10:00

11:00
Pirn

Bertice Berry

CBC Morning News

Wht-Earth

This Morning g

Bertice Berry

Roionda

Price

Today g

Sally

Jerry Springer

Ricki Lake

Montel Williams
Urban Peasant

Mr Dressup Sesame Si

Live - Regis & Kathie Lee Vicki'

Good Morning America g
Homestretch Barney

Home

Sesame Street g

Instructional Programming

Barney

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Sesame Street g

Barney

Rangers

Melodies

Goot Troop

Tale Spin g

Paid Prog

700 Club

News

Insp Gadget Stunt Dawgs DuckTaies g Rangers

Melodies

Menace

Bewitched

Charles

Laverne

Gro Pams

Can-Shop

Bodyshape

Step

In Motion

Bodyshape

Sportscenter

HalK Sp

Movie Cont'd
Varied

8:00

This Morning g

Sign-0« Cont'd

ESPN BasKetbail
TMC

6:30

Sign ON Contd

©

m

6:00
Morning Show

Movie Com d

Darkwing

Garfield

Fitness Pros Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Sportscenter Fitness Pros Getting Fit

Varied Programs

Movie

Movie

Station

Reading
K Copeiand

Movie

DAYTIMEAFTERNOON
11:30

O

o

CD
CD
S>
®
SD
©
SD

12:00

12:30

1:30

1:00

2:00

Young and the Restless g Bold Beau

2:30

3:30

4:30

4:00

Midday g

Homeworhs

Wht-Earth

Price

Newsg

Young and the Restless g Bold-Beau

As the World Turns Q

GuKtmg Light g

Oprah Winfrey g

Design A

Golden Girls

Varied

Guiding Light g

Geraido

Neighbours

Coronation

Wonder

Varied

The Bill

News

5:30

Sesame St

Emmerdale

As the World Turns g

5:00

News

Varied

Edition

Rtchi Lake

Newsg

Caesars

Days ol Our Lives g

Another World g

Leeza

Maury Povtch Q

Donahue:,

Home

Family Feud

Loving g

All My Children g

One Lite to Live g

General Hospital

Family M

Saved-Bell

M-A-S'H g

News

Instructional

GED

Instructional Programming

Varied

Sandiego

Lamb Chop

Mr Rogers

Slalion

Barney

Instructional

Mr Rogers

Barney

Sesame Stre* ig

Varied

SQ

Tiny Toon

Animaniacs

Bonkers g

Batman

Full House

Batman

Instructional Programming
Paid Prog

Paid Prog

Montel Williams

Jenny Jones

Conan

Tom-Jerry

Can-Shop

Family Feud

VICKI'

Richi Lake

Flmtstones

Tom-Jerry

Tiny Toon

Ammaniacs

Final Four

Varied

Trucks

Motorcycle R cmg

ESPN Sport scenier Sportscenter Sportscenter Varied Programs
IMC

3:00

Price

Movie

Movie

1 Varied Programs

• Trek • Cannonball •
Specialized • Gary Fisher
Klein

I

Norm-354-1401
1093 N Mam SI.
Bowling Greenl

Available ot

Cycle Works

ram
SEGA CD's

SEOA
• MalMIM

SUPER NES
• !»i-nn||o(

• Miiv«iMi sr .-.:.*..
•

:*»«♦•■

r
|
I

• -n^. i

Buy 1 Footlong Sub,
get 1 FREE

|

w/purchase of medium drink
(2nd sub must be on equal ot lesser value)

.

sn.r

^1

( one coupon per customer, per visit)

I

NEW MOVIES • NEW UK IVIES
■ Rooluc or mc ftv
■ Conchcadi

■ latt AcOo" HCIO
• Hardlwyl

NoM«mb«r%hip |Mon
Thurs 10 10
Required
Fri. & Sat. 10-11
.

Boss'
Varied

Super Bowl Sunday Special |

• iiii w»tu> Cc*»3« room*"

ZZ?^

Sa.ed Bell
Gaunnei

Movie

€nglish Darts

248 1/2 S. Main St.
352-8578 offers
Bicycle Sales & Service for

1 TV

Wc Accept All
Competitor's
Video
Coupons
Sunday 10-S , ,

SUNDAY, JAN.jp ONLY
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

GSMSB

|
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FRIDAY EVENING
6:00
O

o
ID
ID
®

6:30

News
CBC News
News

Pu$n

L

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

10:00

Am Journal

Diagnosis Murder

9urke's Law

Ptcket Fences

Eggshells

Air Farce

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

Murphy B

News

SIreel Legal

CBC Prime Time News

Kids m the Hall

Kashtm Eternal Drum

Diagnosis Murder

Burke s Law

Picket Fences

News

Late Show

NBC News

Enl Tonight

Cur Affair

Viper

Figure Skating World Professional Championships

News

Tonight Show

ABC News

Cops

Cosb, Show Fam Mat

Step Dy S

Mr Cooper

RushL

H Paur.

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Served

Bless Father Darling Buds ol May

MotorWeek

Charlie Rose

Boy-World

20/20

12:30

Late Show

Wli Fortune Jeopardy1

CBS News

News

7:00
CBS News

Blood Run

Parents

[Nightlme

m

Adam Smith

Business

CD

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

McLaughlin

Wash Week Wall St

Talking With David Frost

Heinz American Family

Served

Charlie Rose

frfrl

Mama

Married

Coach

X-Files

Crypt Tales

Star Trek Deep Space 9

Code 3

In Color

in the Heatol the N pi

Q)

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

Murphy B

X-Files

Crypt Tales. Crypt Tales

News

Code 3

In Color

Star Trek Next Gener

ESPN PGAGcHl

TMC MOVM

Super Bowl

Roseanne

Sportscenier Speedweefc

Casablanca

ID
«y
©

m

IS
€0
GD

Beakman

Scratch

World Cup Sluing
Movie

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
11:00
11:30
12:00

o
o

Wash Week Wall St

12:30

Crypt Tales

Tenms Australian Open -- Women s Final

The Distinguished Gentleman

1:00

1:30

2:00

[Movie

2:30

Sportscenter

Up Close

Stakeout

Movie

3:00

:i:.ill

4:00

4:30

| Muscle

Homicide

5:00

5:30

News

Why Didn 11 Women s College Basketball Tennessee at DePaul

Real Fishing Don Cheery

Home

Cottage

Gardener

Fishing

Dinosaurs

Beakman

Storybreak

Women s College Basketball: Tennessee al DePaul

Cortege Basketball Selon Hall al Bosion College

Saved-Beii

Paid Prog

School Out?

Inside Stud

Coiirge Basketball Purdue at Minnesota

College Basketball Wisconsin al Michigan

Bugs & T

COW Boys Citykds

Weekend

PBA Bowling Showboat Invitational

Cooking

La Cookm

Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Workshop

Hometime

Woodshop

Naturescene Austin City Limits

Lonesome Pine Special

Wild Am

Naturescene Michigan

Sportsman

Old House

Hometime

Workshop

Woodshop

Gourmel

Ciao Italia

Ctry Garden Garden

Eating Well

X-Men

Super Dave

Mov*

X-Men

Super Dave

Star Trek Next Gener

ESPN Chronicles

TMC Movie

I Pet Con

Going Ape'

Movie:
Movie.

Contd

Movie

The Doctor

World Cup Skiing

All-Madden Team

Work) Cup Skiing

Wide World of Sports

Kerr's

Runaway

All-Madden Team
Road to the Super Bowl

Senior PGA GoH: Skins Game - First Round

[Alexander

Acapuico HE A T

Baywatch

Crusaders

Star Trek Deep Space 9

College Basketball Louisville at Va Comm

Rodeo: Cutting Horse

PGA Golf Phoenix

Movie

Movie:

Going Ape''

Sportscenter College Basketball Maryland at Duke

Chaplin

Driver s Seat Disability

College Basketball Selon Hall al Bosion College

Star Search

Another You

Love at Large"

| Kiss Before

SATURDAY EVENING
6:00

6:30

8:00

8:30

9:30

9:00

10:00

7:00

7:30

Emer Call

Court TV

Medicine Woman

Personal

Don Cherry

NHL Hockey Pittsburgh Penguins at Toronto Maple Leafs

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

O
O
ID

News

CM rHWI

Wh Fortune Cash Exp

Medicine Woman

Harts ol the Wesl

Walker. Texas Ranger

News

Gunsmoke

O

News

NBC News

Entertainment Tonight

Mommies

Empty Nesl JEmpty Nesl

Sisters

News

Saturday Night Live

TV Time

ABC News

Empty Nest |cosby Show Movie.

MotorWeek

Renegade

Scenes

Newlons

Lawrence Welk Show

Previews

Austin City Limits

Cottage-TV

Trailside

®
©

News

CBS News

News

[Getting By

Harts ol the Wesl

Center Slage

CBC News

|CI»l Rider

10
03

Lawrence We* Show

Elton John - Live'

Kung Fu The Legend

Untouchables

Cops

Cops

America s Most Wanted

QD

Empty Nest

In Color

Cops

Cops

NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons al Denver Nuggels

Super Bowl

NFL Prime Monday Special Edition

Smbad

Roc

ESPN PGA Golf Phoenix

Sportscenter

TMC "A Kiss Before Dying

Movie.

Madhouse

Movie: "The One and Only
Babylon 5

12:30

Movie "Prom Night

News

Commish

See No Evil. Hear No Evil

Elton John - Live1

Walker. Texas Ranger

[country Beat
Design w

Gladiators

Country

Country

Previews

Crypt rales

Crypt Tales

Movie: The Pnncipal

Crypt Tales

Crypl Tales

Casual Se.'

Tenms Australian Open -- den's Final
Movie

Movie: "Chapim'

Child s Play 2

JEmman 5

South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6

South Side 6
Lottery & Convenience Store

UIC'VC MOVCD!!0
Come watch us grow!
- Now offering a BIGG6R Si B€TT€fl
selection to serve your pet needs.
- We ore now open regular hours
10:00 A.M. - 8:00 P.M. Mon. - Sot.
12:00 -5:00 P.M. Sundou
• New address •
1089 N Moln St. Bowling Green
(next to BG Lincoln/Mercury)

(410)352-4048

o

o
o

<b

163 S. Main St. 352-2595
FAX: 353-5210
Have you had the Pleasure
of experiencing our
PRIME RIB & Seafood Buffet
on
Friday & Saturday Nights ?
Opened Face Roast
Beef Sandwich
Buy one & enjoy Salad Bar
at no additional charge.
Mon.-Fri. 11-2
expires 2-12-94

BBQ Spur,- Tlibs ~
Special
Monday Nights
Enjoy Salad Bar
at no additional Charge
expires 2-12-94

The Super Bowl
Begins Here!
* We have everything you need*
to make The Super Bowl Fun!
O Low, Low Beer Prices
O Champagne. Wine, Pop.
O Snacks and More!
• Where The Party Starts!*
South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

O
O
CD
CD

11:30

12:00

ED

1:30

Real Estate

soup

Alive*

Meeting Place

Real Estate

L Gipson

College Basketball Minnesota at St Johns

Toledo Front Report

ft
53

1:00

12:30

2:00

NBA Show

1 Sknng

Week-David Bnnkley

Used Cars

Money

Adam Smith Firing Line

Alfred 1 DuPont Journalism Awards

Newtons

Club

Mmimax 4

Natural Trim TV Time

RK Therapy

Old House

Gourmet

Sir Charles

IMC

Movie "The Distinguished Gentleman

5:30

| Atlanta 96

Newsmakers Showcase

Super Bowl Live
College Basketball Wake Forest at North Carolina

Market

Editors

One on One [McLaughlin

Best Nat 1 Geo

Cooking

Painting

Sewing

Lawrence Welk Show

Adam Smith JTony Brown

[Gourmet
Opposing Force

NHL Hockey Detroit Red Wings at Washington Capitals

Sportscenter NFL Gameday Super Bowl Edition

5:00

Health Rider Alzheimer s

Medicine Cross

Movie

Crusaders

4::i0

[Figure Skating: European Champs

On the Issue]Senior PGA Golf Skms Game •• Final Round

ESPN Reporters

4:00

College Basketball Indiana at Illinois

NBA Basketball Phoenix Suns al Boston Celtics

Children

American Gladiators

3:30

College Basketball Indiana at Illinois

NHL Hockey Philadelphia Flyers at Montreal Canadtens

Canada

Nine Months Family

.,:()()

2:30

Sknng

College Basketball Minnesota at St John s

Tomorrow

Movie

Court TV

Movie

Super Bowl

SuperBowl

Sportscenter SuperBowl

The Gun m Betty Lou s Handbag

Mov«

'Manfis

Mantis

[Star Trek: Next Gener

SuperBowl

PGA Golf Phoenix Open - Final Round
| The Buddy Holly Story

The Red Shoes

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00

O
O
CD
CD
S3
ffl

News

6:30
CBS News

Bonanza
News

CBS Nam

7:00

7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

!

9:30

10:00

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie

Road to Avontea

This is Roch Voistne

Pierre Elbotl Trudeau Memoirs

60 Minutes

Murder. She Wrote

Movie: Mrs 'Arns Goes to Pans

10:30

Mrs Arris Goes to Pans

Super Bowl XXVlll Brits or Clue's vs Cowboys or 49ers

| Venture

| Super Bowl |Good Life

|larroquette

11:00

11:30

12:00

News

Siskel

Stars

CBC News

World Cup Skiing

New

Gunsmoke

News

Cobra

Hawthorne
Emer Call

Videos

Funniest

Lois & Clark Superman

Movie

Lawrence Weik Show

Ghostwriter

Ghostwriter

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Mystery'

Wnoiey

Dame Edna Experience'

Ghostwriter

Austin City Limits

Nature

Ml Fly Away

Masterpiece Theatre

Whoiey

Viewer s Choice

ABC News

Hawthorne

Ghostwriter

Dirty Rotten Scoundrels

Paid Prog

12:30
Edition

[Empty Nest

S3

Star Trek Deep Space 9

Code 3

Code3

Martin

Living Single Married

Herman

Star Trek Next Gener

Time Trax

Comedy Showcase

GD

Star Trek Deep Space 9

Code 3

Code3

Martin

Living Single Married

Herman

News

Sports Xtra

America's Most Wanied

Pistons

K Copeiand

Billiards Women s 9-Ball

Bodybuilding Fit America

Swimsuit

Sportscenter

NFL Great

NFL Great

tSPN PGA Golt
TMC

|world Cup Sknng

The Buddy Holly Story

Skiing U S Pro Tour

|Movie

Ernest Scared Stuptd

Movf

Bloodstone Subspecies M

[Move

T he Distinguished Gentleman

"Round Trip to Heaven"

MONDAY EVENING
6:00

O

o
CD

CD
©
©
ED

CD
CD

7:00
CBS News

CBC News

7:30
Am. Journal

8:00

8:30

Shade

Daves

Odyssey

Front Page

Neon Rider

News

CBS News

Rubens

Jeopardy'

[Shade

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Cur Affair

RushL

ABC News

Cops

GED

Business

MacNetl/Lenrer Newshour

9:00

9:30

Murphy B

Daves

Fresh Prince Blossom

Cosby Show Day One

Love & War

10:00

10:30

Northern Exposure

11:00
News

11:30

12:00

Murphy B

Late Show

CBC Prime Time News

Witness Kanensatake 270 Years of Resistance

Murphy B.

Northern Exposure

News

Late Show

Movie "The Cosby Mysteries

News

Tonight Show

"Lies of the Heart The Story of Laurie Kellogg

RushL

| Love A War

H Patrol

Sting: Summoner s Travels EastEnders

II Fly Away

George Lucas

David Bowie Glass Spider Tour

[Nightiine

12:30

Used Cars

Charlie Rose

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

i

Served

Chan* Rose

Mama

Married

Coach

Mo»ie

Working Girl

Night Court

Roseanne

Mama

In the Heat ol the Night

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

City-Youth

Movie

Working Girl

News

M-A-S-H

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

ESPN Racehorse
IMC

6:30

News

Movie

Up Close

Roseanne

II

Fly Away

Sportscenter College Basketball Georgetown af Boston College

The Burbs

America's First Ice Beer!

1 "Hugh Hefner Once Upon a Time

.

Mov«

Death Warrant

4P™*t
Now Available at your
Favorite Bar - Restaurant
Carryout or Supermarket
Distributed Locally by
Acme Beverage, Inc.
Findlay, Ohio

Movie

The Hitman

^oO.TAPE&COiT*/.,

Posters

/ ' Refolds i.i|>,-.
[r
,- I
....
Compact
I)i*c%
lg O^pac.DUcs

Inde-Labels
• \
,; Local Music
g.
"™

Postcards

V^ <isJr

&

Imports

It's Just Pure Beer!

Sportscenter College Basketball

College Basketball Kansas at Missouri

jLj

Videos

T-Shirts
Stickers

$1.00 off
w/ this fiD
on oil items priced $6 or
more. No limit!
expires l/C! / 94
Sole, special order, consignment, or tradei excluded

Don't Forget Your
Loved One* on
Valentine's Day
Write them a
"Love Note"
in the
BO News

I Insider
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TUESDAY EVENING
6:00

U

u
Ul
Ik)

6:30

CBC News

H:00

8:30

9:00

9:30

11:30

12:00

News

Murphy B

Late Show

On Road

Market PI

Comics

Ear-Gmd

ENG

News

Late Show
Tonight Show

Movie

NBC News

Enl Tonight Cur Aftair

Goodlile

ABC News

Cops

Oceanus

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Nova

Mama

Warned

Coach

Monty

Roc

Front Page

Roseanne

Golden Girls Matned

Murphy B

Monty

Roc

Front Page

m
m
fct»

ID

tSPN Desig Hittef
Movie

Cosby Show Full House

Roseanne

up Close

11:00

Movie "CAM Unheard The Donna Yakiich Stoty
CBC Prime Time News

RushL

10:30

Rescue 911

Rescue 911

News

10:00

Am Journal

5th Eslate

CBS News

TMC

7:30

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

News

yj

7:00

News

Good Lite

Larroquette

Larroquette

Dateline

News

Phenom

Roseanne

Coach

Renegade

RushL

H Patrol

EastEnders

Charlie Rose

Nova

Frontline

Journal

Frontline

Autumn Ram Served

Sportscenter College Basketball Michigan at Purdue

WarGames Cont'd

Movie

Adrienne Clarkson

Cries Unheard The Donna Yaklich Story

The Pope Musi Diet

Used Cars

Charlie Rose

Instructional

NYPD Blue

Roseanne

Mama

In the Heat ol the Night

News

rVA'S'H

Murphy B

Star Trek Neil Gener

| College Basketball Vanderb.it at Arkansas
Sins ol Desire

|MOV«

| Ntghtlme

12:30

|Movie

Sportscenter

[ Up Close

House IV

[Movie

Illusions

WEDNESDAY EVENING

o
o

6:00

6:30

News

8:00

8:30

Nanny

Nanny

9:30

9:00

in the Heal ol the Night

10:00

I 10:30

11:00

48 Hours

New

11:30

12:011

Murphy B

Late Show

Health Show Man Alive

Nature ol Things

CBC Prime Time News

Shehaweh

Spider s Web

Nanny

In the Heat of the Night

48 Hours

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Cur A Hair

Unsolved Mysteries

Now

Law 8 Order

V.'.s

Tonight Show

ABC News

Cops

Cosby Show Thea

Rush I

H Patrol

GED

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Journal

Charlie Rose

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Served

Charlie Rose

Mama

Married

Roseanne

Golden Girls Mamed

Murphy B

News

CBS News

©

News
RushL

®
ED
©
©

7:30
Am Journal

Wh Fortune Jeopardy1

CBC News

CD

a>

7:00
CBS News

Nanny

The Critic

Home Imp

Grace Under Turning Point

Russell

Movie

Simple Justice

Sandiego

Russell

Move

Simple Justice

Coach

Beverly Hills. 90210

Meirose Place

Beverly Hills 90210

[ Nl,
Late Show

Nightline

Used Cars

Roseanne

Mama

In the Heat ol the Night

Melrose Place

M'A'S'H

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

ESPN Desig Hitter Sportscenter College Basketball Maryland at Virginia

College Basketball St John's at ViHanova

Sportscenter

TMC

Movie

Roseanne

The Russians Are Coming' Movie

Return to the Blue Lagoon

Star Trek Next Gener

12:30

Sister Act

JMovie

Up Close

Lonely Hearts

Timber
Psycho IV

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00

6:30

7:30

8:00

I 8:30

9:00

9:30

News

CBS News

Wh Fortune Jeopardy'

Movie

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight Cur Aftair

Mad-You

RushL

ABC News

Cops

Oceanus

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Reading

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Sandiego

Old House

Wild Am

Mystery1

S3

Mama

Married

Coach

Simpsons

Smbad

In Color

Herman

s

Roseanne

Golden Girls Married

Vu-phy B

Simpsons

Smbad

In Color

Herman

News
CBC News

ESPN Desig Hitter Inside PGA
TMC

.;■ E I

7:00

O
O
CD
CD
(Z)
®
CO

Movie

The Landlord

CBS News

Am Journal

Movie "1 Spy Returns'

Cityscapes

Watching

North ol 60

Roseanne

CBC Prime Time News

1 Spy Returns
| Wings

Cosby Show Missing Persons
Maya Angelou Rainbow

Semfeid
Mattock

Backstat)

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

Murphy B

12:30

News

Scoop

Movie

Eye to Eye

News

Late Show

LA Law

News

Tonight Show

Pnmetime Live

RushL

H Patrol

Wholey

Chan* Rose

Wan lor God Served

Served

Charlie Rose

Star Trek Next Gener

Roseanne

Mama

In the Heat ot the Night

News

M-A-S-H

Murphy B

Star Trek Next Gener

Best ol Bobby Jones Gospel

Sportscenter College Basketball: Florida State at Massachusetts
| Movie

[Frasier

10:00
Eye to Eye

Kindred

Late Sir*

Jesus ot Montreal

|N»ghtline

Used Cars

Instructional

College Basketball Memphis Slate ai Cincinnati

Sportscenter College Basketball

Movie:

Movie

Scissors

Casualties of War

i •

Are You Living In Luxury?
Not, Cheek Out The 1994 Spring Issue

VING GUIOC
'

_

_

On February 2nd
II
This Will Be Your Personal Guide To Making The Right Rental Decision,
■

